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1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIA AND EUROPEAN NATIONS
Relationship between India, and European nations gained momentum in the 1960s. Democratic
ideologies adopted by India and most of the European countries are a strong foundation for the cordial
relations between the two sides. In 1993, diplomatic ties were extended to trade, investment and
economic cooperation by signing the Joint Political Statement. This, together with the 1994 cooperation
agreement between the European Union and India, gave the much needed boost to bilateral trade
relations. The relationship, which was majorly focused on trade and investment cooperation, was
upgraded to strategic partnership in 2004.
Along with commercial relations, European nations have assisted India in its social development
activities. Recently, the relationship has transformed from a donor-recipient one to that of cooperation
for mutual benefit alongside opportunities. Moreover, burgeoning opportunities in India and the
preferential status it enjoys in the global landscape—in the World Trade Organisation and other
international institutions—have helped the country establish a long-term relation with European nations.
During the course of achieving their respective goals, the two sides have also established strong political
and security ties.
Increasing collaborations have been bolstered by regular exchange of high-level visits. In the past one
and a half years alone, Indian authorities have made several visits to Germany, the UK, France and
Belgium. On the other hand, high ranking officials from the UK, Spain and Finland, among others, have
visited India, with the most recent being the visit of Deputy PM and Minister of Foreign and European
Affairs of the Slovak Republic in June 2013. This justifies the strategic orientation shared by both sides.
These meetings were largely aimed at strengthening bilateral trade relations, easing investment rules
and resolving various regional and international issues confronting the negotiating nations.
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Figure 1
High official visits between India and Europe from 2012
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1.1

Europe accounts for nearly 17 per cent of India’s bilateral trade

Europe is an important trading partner for India. The region1 accounted for nearly 17 per cent of India’s
bilateral trade in FY13. Bilateral trade between the two increased at a CAGR of 9.0 per cent from
USD94.8 billion in FY09 to USD134.1 billion in FY13. Switzerland is India’s largest trading partner in
Europe, with 23.2 per cent share, followed by Germany (16.1 per cent). Of the total bilateral trade, exports
constitute 38.5 per cent, with the Netherlands being India’s largest export market in the region,
accounting for 20.5 per cent of total exports to Europe. Majority of India’s exports include cotton, textiles,
1

Europe includes Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, UK
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transport equipment, pharmaceuticals, marine products, machinery & instruments, leather clothes &
footwear, refined petroleum products and auto components. India mainly imports electronic goods,
chemical & chemical products, professional instruments, automobiles and aircraft, among others.
Figure 2
Switzerland, India's largest trade partner in Europe (FY13)
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Source: Export Import Data Bank, Department of Commerce

Figure 3
Europe’s share in India’s total bilateral trade reducing
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India and Europe remain aligned to boost trade
Trade between India and Europe has grown in absolute terms over the last five years. However, Europe’s
share of India’s global bilateral trade declined during this period. Though bilateral trade fell short of the
target set for 2012, India and Europe remain committed to continue strengthening their trade ties
through pacts and domestic reforms. For example, India and the UK recently set the target to double
their bilateral trade by 2015 from USD18 billion in 2012.

1.2 European countries, major investors in India
European countries are a critical source of investments in India. European countries accounted for more
than one-fourth of the cumulative USD193.3 billion Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) equity inflows
received by India between April 2000 and March 2013. Five European nations were among the top 10
investors in India during the same period, accounting for 18.4 per cent share in total cumulative inflows2.
The UK, with 9.1 per cent, tops the list, followed by the Netherlands (4.6 per cent), Germany (2.8 per cent)
and France (1.8 per cent). These four nations represent 81.7 per cent of total FDI equity inflows received
by India from Europe. Moreover, excluding Mauritius and Singapore, which are being used as channels
to mobilise funds and make investments, the UK is also India’s largest investor globally, with cumulative
inflows worth USD17.5 billion over April 2000 and March 2013.
Table 1
Top 10 list of investors for India globally*
Country
Mauritius
Singapore

UK
Japan
US

Netherlands
Cyprus

Germany
France
UAE
Others
Total

Cumulative inflows*
73.7
19.5
17.5
14.6
11.1
9.0
6.9
5.5
3.6
2.4
29.6
193.3

Source: DIPP
* Pertains to April 2000 to March 2013 period

2

Pertains, to, April, 2000, to, March,, 2013, period
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Figure 4
Break-up of FDI equity inflows from Europe*
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2. KEY DRIVERS
A fleet of European companies entered India during the post-liberalisation period. The key growth driver
for these companies is India’s fast-growing low-cost economy, backed by burgeoning demand and
untapped potential across sectors. Furthermore, matured market conditions in domestic economies are
encouraging expansion into Indian markets. This attractive opportunity is supported by a series of pacts
and agreements signed in the fields of trade, defence, and science & technology between India and
European countries.

2.1 India, an emerging low-cost economy with high talent pool
The prime reason attracting international players to set up operations in India is the low-cost labour. It is
this labour cost benefit that supported the phenomenal growth achieved in the BPO and manufacturing
sectors in India. Although labour cost has increased over the years, India remains one of the highly
attractive destinations known for its combination of low cost and high quality.
The cost factor is supported by availability of highly qualified engineers and scientists. India, with a score
of 2.76, stands second worldwide in terms of people skills and availability, surpassing its competitors
such as China (2.55) and advanced European counterparts such as Germany (2.17), France (2.12) and the
UK (2.26). India, with its elite educational institutions and first-mover advantage, has been able to
maintain lead in IT offshoring. Also, English speaking capabilities of its young populace has been a very
important factor in driving investments to the country.
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Figure 5
India – Second most attractive destination globally
for people skills and availability
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2.2 European firms diversifying investments to India
Limited scope for growth in domestic markets is the key reason why European companies diversify
investments globally, especially to emerging economies such as India that offer strong prospects. Amid
the shift in consumption and production to these economies, India has emerged as a prime target. With
rising domestic consumption, disposable income and untapped potential, India offers a platform for
European investments. Apart from positive demand conditions, European players aim to capitalise upon
the untapped market potential across sectors such as automobile, oil & gas, infrastructure and FMCG
given the matured market conditions in their home turf.
Interestingly, India has become the export hub for several luxury auto manufacturers such as
Volkswagen, Audi, BMW, Mercedes and Porsche. They have been investing considerably in expanding
capacity and enhancing R&D base and design capabilities in India. European companies such as Cairn
Energy, BG Group and BP Plc have established strong presence in India’s oil & gas sector. They have
partnered with Indian companies such as Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd (ONGC), Videocon,
Reliance and GAIL to expand presence in the growing Indian markets. Also, the Indian FMCG sector is
dominated by players like Unilever, Nestlé and L'Oréal.

2.3 UKIBC, boosting bilateral trade & investments between India and UK
The Indo-British Partnership (IBP), signed in 1993, led to an initiative that was transformed into a private
limited company, Indo-British Partnership Network (IBPN), in 2005. In 2007, it was renamed UK India
Business Council (UKIBC), driven by investments from UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), a UK government
body supporting UK Company’s investments abroad. It is basically a membership-based leading
organisation, encouraging two-way trade and investments between the two nations. The council aims to
provide a wide spread network for leading corporate and individual members in the UK to make most of
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the opportunities in India. UKIBC supports these companies with the much needed resource base,
knowledge and infrastructure. Some of the major events lined up to attract UK investments during 2013
are:


July 2013: London-based King's College and British Council have signed up for UKIBC’s new service
called Launchpad, which will cater to UK clients with exhaustive feasibility studies and thorough
examination of market conditions in India.



June 2013: UKIBC entered into an MoU with Invest India, a JV between India’s Department for
Industrial Policy and Promotion of India (DIPP), state governments and the Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), to support UK companies in better analysing
investment opportunities and the regulatory environment in India.



June 2013: The council collaborated with Pacific Interiors to expand reach across India with an aim
to facilitate the British company’s entry in India. The first business centre planned at Gurgaon is
expected to begin in September 2013.



March 2013: UKTI earmarked that the UK government would invest more than USD1.4 million to set
up British Business Centres across India. The plan is in line with its global scheme to support British
business in 20 international markets.



February 2013: Tata Group and the UKIBC signed an MoU to aid systemic involvement for skill
enhancement and deliverance in India. The MoU would commence projects in Odisha and Mumbai,
and replicate it across the country.



January 2013: UKIBC collaborated with Vibrant Gujarat Summit for the first time, and hosted a
delegation of 40 UK-based businesses to establish relations with Gujarat.

2.4 Major private and public strategic initiatives fuelling bilateral ties
To foster smooth cooperation between India and European firms, government and non-government
bodies have commenced a number of organisations and initiatives.
India and Europe


Europe India Chamber of Commerce (EICC): Headquartered in Brussels and established in 2004,
EICC is a non-profit privately held non-government body facilitating investments in India and
Europe by Europe and India-based businesses. It is the only chamber of its kind at the top level
among bilateral chambers across Europe. The EICC has set up offices across Poland, Spain and
France to support the interests of companies. EICC has entered into collaborative agreements
with Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry in India, Indian Merchants’ Chamber in
India, Nyenrode Business Universiteit in the Netherlands and Chamber of Commerce and
Industry France-India, among others, in line with its objective of fostering bilateral trade and
investments between India and Europe.
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India and France


Indo-French Chamber of Commerce and Industry: Founded in 1977, the Indo-French Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (IFCCI) is a non-profit chamber to encourage bilateral relations between
India and France by enhancing trade and investments. With three offices in India and more than 470
members, including major France-based and India-based companies, the chamber offers a
platform to support development of economic and commercial relations between the two nations.



Civil Nuclear Energy Cooperation: It is an important agreement signed in 2008 that has increased
partnership between India and France in nuclear energy related areas.



Civilian Space Cooperation: The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and its French
counterpart Centre National de Etudes Spatiales (CNES) have been cooperating and conducting
R&D in space technology for over four decades.

India and Germany


Indo-German Chamber of Commerce: Founded in 1956, the Indo-German Chamber of Commerce
(IGCC) is a not for profit institution and Germany’s largest Bi-National Chamber overseas. With more
than 6,900 members, it is also the largest Chamber of Commerce in India. With its head office in
Mumbai and six other offices (five in India and one in Germany) and 17 voluntary councils in smaller
cities, IGCC aims to facilitate better trade and industrial relations between Indian and German
companies. IGCC has set up India desks in Chambers of Commerce and Industry in 16 German cities
and the German Chambers of Commerce across eight countries.



German-Indian Roundtable: German-Indian Roundtable (GIRT) was established in 2001 to foster
business and cultural relations between India and Germany.



Intergovernmental Consultations: India established Inter-Governmental consultations with Germany
in 2011 to negotiate important bilateral, international and regional issues faced by both the nations.
India is Asia’s first and only one nation outside Europe to have intergovernmental consultations with
Germany.

India and UK


India-UK Civil Nuclear Cooperation: India and the UK signed a Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement
in 2010 to facilitate joint research in the field of nuclear energy, inclusive of nuclear trade.



India-UK Round Table: India-UK Round Table was set up in 2000 to encourage out of the box
thinking to boost bilateral relationship.

2.5 Long pending EU-India FTA to take bilateral trade to new highs
Since 2007, a series of negotiations have taken place related to the formation of EU-India Bilateral Trade
and Investment Agreement (BTIA) between India and the 27-nation European bloc. However, there have
been no positive signals and both sides are facing difficulties in bridging gaps related to critical issues.
Success of International Corporates: Europe
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For instance, during a recent visit, India could not agree upon raising its investment limit in the
insurance sector to 49 per cent, while the EU could not grant data secure nation status to India. However,
success in bridging gaps with a balanced approach will positively impact bilateral trade, as the EU is
India’s largest trading partner, while India stands ninth for the EU. Successful materialisation of the FTA
would lead to cutting of duties on more than 90 per cent of products, thereby giving the much needed
stimulus to bilateral trade. Revenue loss on reduced tariffs would be replaced by technology transfers
and increased production in both the economies. It would be India’s first big trade agreement with a
western bloc comprising 27 economies.

3. SUCCESS STORIES OF EUROPEAN COMPANIES IN INDIA
3.1 Automobiles
The Indian automobile sector is home to multiple European brands, which include Volkswagen, Audi,
Mercedes-Benz, Porsche and BMW, among others. They are the leading players in the luxury car
segment. German car brand Mercedes-Benz was the first in the luxury space in India, with operations
since 1995. As of FY13, Volkswagen dominates India’s luxury car segment, followed by BMW and
Mercedes. Another European player, Volvo, is trying to establish its foothold given the rising demand for
luxury cars in India.
The following factors have encouraged foreign automobile manufacturers to invest in India:


In 1991, FDI was permitted in the automobile sector after the Government of India liberalised its
policies. In 1993, FDI was also permitted in the passenger car segment of the industry. The norms
for foreign investment and import of technology have been liberalised over the years for
manufacture of vehicles. At present, 100 per cent foreign direct investment is permissible under the
automatic route in this sector, including the passenger car segment.



Demand for automobiles in India, especially in the passenger car segment, remains untapped and is
growing with rising aspirations.



Rising affluent class in India is a major catalyst for the luxury space.

3.1.1

Volkswagen Group

Wolfsburg, Germany-based Volkswagen Group (The Group) is Europe’s largest car maker and a leading
automobile manufacturer globally. The Group owns 12 automobile brands: Volkswagen Passenger Cars,
Audi, Porsche, MAN, ŠKODA, Bentley, Ducati, Bentley, SEAT, Bugatti, Lamborghini and Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles. Each brand is managed as a separate entity with independent positioning and
strategies. The product portfolio includes motorcycles, small- to mid-sized cars, luxury vehicles,
commercial vehicles such as buses and heavy trucks, diesel engines used in marine vessels, power
plants, turbochargers and financial services. Volkswagen cars are sold in 153 countries.
Diverse product range and presence across the globe are boosting Group volumes. In 2012, customer
deliveries improved 12 per cent to 9.3 million from 8.3 million in 2011. Group sales grew 21 per cent y-o-y
to USD250.9 billion during the year. At the end of 2012, the Group’s share in the world car passenger
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market was 12.8 per cent. In the Western European car market, Volkswagen Group enjoys a higher 25
per cent share.
Volkswagen Group produces as well as assembles cars in India
Volkswagen Group entered India in 2001. On 23 December 1999, ŠKODA Auto India Pvt Ltd (SAIPL) was
set up in Aurangabad, Maharashtra. In 2001, ŠKODA began assembling cars at the Aurangabad facility,
which has an annual capacity of 40,000 cars. The Audi and Volkswagen passenger car brands were
introduced in India in 2007. In 2009, a second plant was set up under the Volkswagen umbrella in
Chakan, Maharashtra with the capacity to produce (end-to-end) 110,000 cars annually. This second plant
started producing Volkswagen Polo in May 2009. Apart from Polo, the Chakan plant produces
Volkswagen Vento and ŠKODA Fabia and Rapid. In addition to the domestic market, units from the Pune
plant are exported to international markets such as South Africa, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh and
Malaysia, and left hand drive version of Vento to the Middle East. Other brands, including Audi, VW
Passat and VW Jetta, are only assembled locally. In 2012, around 75 per cent of the production
comprised Vento and Polo. The Group’s total investment for its Pune plant alone is estimated to be
around USD754 million, with another USD400 million in the pipeline3. Own production plant would
enable the Group to bring cars to the market at competitive rates by achieving a higher rate of
localisation. Moreover, in April 2013, the Group established Parts and Components Business Unit at its
Pune plant, which would be used to export parts and components of Vento and (then) Polo to Malaysia.
The Aurangabad facility supports Audi’s long-term strategic expansion plans in the country. The facility
is based on the concept of Audi’s Neckarsulm plant in Germany. For better assembling activity at the
Indian facility, Audi provides training to Indian employees at its German plant. This plant initially
assembled the Audi A4 and A6 models, which was later extended to Audi Q5. The plant had a capacity to
assemble 3,000 Audi cars per shift. However, given the growth prospects offered by the Indian market
and to reduce delivery time to customers, the capacity was doubled to 6,000 units with two shifts in 2012.
Furthermore, since 2012, the fourth model, Audi Q7 (the second Q model), is being assembled from a
newly built hall at SAIPL. In addition, Audi Q3 is now expected to be assembled in India. This would take
the total of locally assembled models to five. The remaining seven models are imported.
Building a strong dealer and distribution network
Volkswagen Group is setting up a large dealer network under three brands: Volkswagen, Skoda and Audi.
The Group currently has a network of around 120 dealerships across the country. It operates 26 Audi
showrooms across 23 cities currently. By end-2013, Audi India aims to expand its network to 34
dealerships. So far in 2013, Audi has established new showrooms in South Mumbai, Lucknow and Orissa.
Entry into used luxury car segment
Audi India launched the ‘Audi Approved Plus’ programme in end-2012 to benefit from the growing used
car segment. The programme is a solution to the ever-rising customer aspiration to upgrade or change
cars and for people who want to own an Audi. The company currently has three fully dedicated facilities
for the programme, which is expected to increase to eight by end-2013. Moreover, eight of the 26
3

http://www.financialexpress.com/news/vw-likely-to-invest-rs.2000-cr-at-pune-plant/1079028
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showrooms in India cater to the used Audi car segment. Audi India aims to increase this to 14 by end2013.
Benefiting from both middle-market and high-end demand
The Group’s customer deliveries have more than doubled in the past three years. Led by strong uptake
of its Polo and Vento variants, sales of Volkswagen passenger cars grew to 70,535 in 2012 from 30,319 in
2010. During the same period, sales of ŠKODA cars grew to 34,265 from 20,019. The Group’s luxury and
ultra-luxury vehicles have been particularly successful in 2012. Audi sales from Indian operations
increased at a CAGR of 91.6 per cent during 2007–12 and reached 9,003 units in 2012. India is considered
to be the fastest growing market for Audi—sales grew 63 per cent to 9,003 units in 2012, surpassing the
initial target of about 8,000 set at the beginning of 2012. Audi India expects sales to increase a further 20
per cent to around 10,800 cars in 2013. Moreover, the company expects India to be among its top 10
markets globally by 2014–15 and record sales of 50,000 units by 2020. In fact, the company aims to sell
more cars in India than Japan by 2020. In 2012, the group sold 225 Porsche cars in India compared with
zero in the past two years. In all, Volkswagen Group sold 115,237 cars in India in 2012 compared with
111,693 in 2011 and 53,341 in 2010. Despite its relatively late entry, Volkswagen’s share in the Indian
automobile market stood at 2 per cent in 2012. The company is targeting a share of seven per cent by
2018.
Figure 6
Volkswagen Group car sales in India

Audi

Skoda

VPC

9,003
5,511
3,003

20,019

34,265
30,005
70,535
76,107

30,319

Group

115,237
111,693

53,341
2012

2011

2010

Source: Aranca Research
* Cumulative January-March 2013 sales figures, VPC: Vehicle Pushers Club
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Driving Audi to pole position in its category
Audi’s Indian operations have surpassed expectations. The company’s target to lead in terms of sales by
2015 has already been achieved. In FY13, the company sold the highest number of cars in the country,
surpassing BMW as the leading luxury car manufacturer.
Table 2
Performance of luxury automobile players in FY13
Month

Audi

BMW

Mercedes

JLR

Apr-12

562

712

300

181

May-12

451

626

335

156

Jun-12

718

750

622

177

Jul-12

680

651

376

183

Aug-12

726

751

502

203

Sep-12

1,011

780

784

187

Oct-12

850

750

732

156

Nov-12

805

926

604

178

Dec-12

931

1,060

751

176

Jan-13

737

NA

NA

236

Feb-13

775

NA

NA

278

Mar-13

1,104

1,465*

2,009*

410

Total (FY13)

9,350

8,471

7,015

2,521

Source: http://autocarpro.in/contents/technologyDetails.aspx?TechnologyID=176, accessed on 05 July 2013
* Cumulative January-March 2013 sales figures

Volkswagen Group’s India operations serve Indian as well as international customers. The Group’s longterm commitment towards India is evident from its huge investments in establishing production facilities
and building a widespread dealer network. The setting up of Parts and Components Business Unit
recently for export markets reiterates its commitment towards the country.
3.1.2

Daimler AG

Daimler AG (Daimler), successor of Daimler-Benz, has a long history dating back to the 1800s. Daimler
is one of the leading automobile companies in design, development, manufacture and distribution of a
wide range of automotives including passenger cars, trucks, vans and buses. The company operates
through five divisions: Mercedes-Benz Cars, Daimler Trucks, Mercedes-Benz Vans, Daimler Buses and
Daimler Financial Services. Daimler is the leading manufacturer of commercial vehicles worldwide, with
renowned brands such as Fuso, Mercedes-Benz and Sprinter in its portfolio. It is also one of the leading
players in the luxury car segment with brands like Mercedes and Maybach. In addition to manufacturing
automobiles, through the Daimler Financial Services division, the company offers financing, leasing,
fleet management, insurance and innovative mobility services. Daimler vehicles are sold in more than 40
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nations; Europe accounts for nearly 50 per cent of sales.
Daimler enters Indian passenger vehicle segment in 1994
History of Mercedes-Benz (Daimler’s fully owned affiliate) in India dates back to 1954, when it
collaborated with Tata Motors to manufacture trucks. In 1969, the company partnered with Force Motors
for assembly and testing of its vehicles in India. However, Daimler officially entered India in 1994 by
setting up Mercedes-Benz India Ltd (MBIL), a wholly owned Daimler AG subsidiary. MBIL assembles
Mercedes-Benz passenger vehicles and bus chassis. The subsidiary started its assembling process in
India at its Pune facility in 1995. The facility assembled three brands (C, E and S class) of its luxury car. In
2009, MBIL established a new plant at Chakan, India with an investment of USD50 million. The facility is
spread across 100 acres of land and produces passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The plant was
established in a record time of 13 months, one of the fastest green-field projects in India. Between 1999
and 2012, the company’s operations in India grew significantly to more than 8,900 sales units from 600
units.
Daimler’s largest R&D centre outside Germany in India
In 1996, Daimler established its largest R&D centre outside Germany, in Bengaluru, India, MercedesBenz Research and Development India Pvt Ltd (MBRDI). The centre is responsible for simulation of
structures, development of software, and design of vehicles using CAE and CAD tools. The centre spans
more than 20,000 square metres and has a capacity of 1,800 people. Daimler announced plans to
increase the number of employees at its R&D facility in Pune to 2,000 by 2015 from around 1,200
currently. In 2012 alone, MBRDI filed more than 50 patents for innovation in automotive development.
E-Class and new models and markets to drive MBIL volumes
For MBIL, its Mercedes E-Class has been the most selling product in the Indian market. More than
23,000 units of E-Class have been sold since its launch in the country in the early 2000s. Reiterating the
strategic importance of Mercedes E-Class in its product portfolio, MBIL launched a new E-Class in 2013.
Bullish on the growth prospects offered by the Indian market, in 2012, MBIL announced plans to invest
USD170 million to strengthen production and operational abilities for the existing product line. The
company plans to launch 10 new brands pertinent to Indian markets to reclaim the top position in the
country’s luxury car segment by 2015.
Mercedes is opening dealerships in small towns and cities across the country. The company has stated
2013 as its ‘year of offensive’. It has established dealerships in towns such as Jalandar, Dhanbad, Calicut
and Vadodra. Historically, around 45 per cent of the company’s cars are sold in metros such as Mumbai
and Delhi.
Daimler enters financial services space in India
Daimler entered the financial services domain in India by establishing wholly owned subsidiary Daimler
Financial Services India Private Ltd (DFSI) in 2011. The company has earmarked an initial investment of
USD50 million. DFSI aims to achieve a contract volume of USD500 million in the country by 2016. The
company aims at replicating its global strategy in the Indian market—two of every five Mercedes Benz
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and every fourth commercial vehicle sold are financed through Daimler Financial Services.
Successful foray into commercial vehicle segment
Daimler has presence in the Indian truck segment since the 1950s. It is now aggressively moving to
expand this business in the country. To capitalise on the growing demand for its trucks, the company
established wholly owned subsidiary Daimler India Commercial Vehicles Pvt Ltd (DICV) in 2008. The
affiliate largely designs, manufactures and distributes light, medium- and heavy-duty commercial
vehicles in line with Indian requirements. In April 2012, DICV inaugurated its high-tech manufacturing
facility for BharatBenz trucks in Chennai; construction of the ~160-hectare facility began in 2010. This
facility, which includes a manufacturing plant as well as an R&D centre, was built with a total investment
of more than USD910 million. Annual production capacity is 36,000 currently, with achievable capacity of
more than 70,000. The company launched its first set of trucks in September 2012. Salient features of
the facility include:


Localisation level of nearly 85 per cent, 41 per cent from Tamil Nadu and 44 per cent from the rest of
India



Flexible production process allows assembly of 17 models on two lines



Lower inventory cost through sourcing of 65 per cent of materials just-in-time and sequence-to-theline



Six quality inspection gates

DICV launched its BharatBenz truck at a premium of 3–9 per cent over peers. The company claims that
its trucks are more fuel efficient, which would facilitate 10–15 per cent improvement in fuel efficiency and
quicker turnaround time. Overall, the company claims 10 per cent reduction in operating cost for the
truck vis-à-vis competitors.
DICV’s BharatBenz has been widely accepted in the Indian market, evident from the fact that it has
already received two awards from the esteemed Indian ‘CV magazine’ for commercial vehicles. The
company’s heavy-duty truck (31 tonnes) has been presented the ‘Apollo CV Truck of the Year 2013’ award
for the long-distance transport category, while its BharatBenz truck portfolio has been accredited the
‘Apollo CV of the Year 2013’ national award.
Between September and December 2012, DICV sold 1,098 trucks ranging between 25 and 31 tonnes.
Given the success with trucks in the Indian market, DICV plans to add 17 new BharatBenz models to its
portfolio, with vehicle weight between 6 tonnes and 49 tonnes, by 2014.
DICV aims to sell 36,000 trucks by 2015, thus capturing around 8–9 per cent of the total market share. In
line with this, the company plans to expand its network from 20 to 28 dealers, catering to 102 locations,
by end-2013. This would cover 89 per cent of the total market. Moreover, to capitalize on the expanding
DICV network, MBIL’s Mercedes-Benz bus division has been integrated into DICV.
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DICV – also a strategic export hub
Apart from manufacturing BharatBenz trucks for India, DICV produces trucks for a few foreign markets
in Asia and Africa. The trucks are exported under the FUSO brand, which is Daimlers’ global brand name.
In June 2013, the first lot of 70 FUSO trucks was exported to Sri Lanka and Kenya. By end-2013, the
company would successfully export its FUSO trucks to Bangladesh, Zambia, Tanzania, Uganda and
Brunei. In 2014, the company targets Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Mauritius and Seychelles. This would support the group company’s Asia Business Model, wherein it
aims to achieve sales of more than 0.5 million trucks by 2015 and more than 0.7 million by 2020.
Daimler has diversified into commercial vehicles and financial services from its initial positioning as a
luxury car manufacturer. The company’s ambitious target to increase share in the Indian commercial
vehicle market demonstrates its commitment towards the country. Moreover, constant innovation at its
Bengaluru facility and localisation of products would drive the way forward for the company in India.
3.1.3

BMW Group

Established in 1916, Bayerische Motoren Werke (BMW) Group is among the top 10 car manufacturers
globally. The group’s BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce are among the most sought-after premium brands in
the automobile industry. In addition to the car segment, the group has expanded presence in the
motorcycle and financial services segments. BMW Group has 28 manufacturing facilities in 13 countries
globally and presence in more than 150 countries. The manufacturing facilities include assembly plants
in six countries: Thailand, Malaysia, Russia, Egypt, Indonesia and India, and a separate one for
motorcycles in Brazil.
As a wholly owned subsidiary of BMW Group, BMW India was established in New Delhi, India in 2006.
BMW India commenced a state-of-the-art assembly plant in Chennai, India in January 2007. The plant
spans 40 acres and has an annual capacity to assemble 11,000 units, if operated in two shifts. The
company’s first car, BMW 5, hit the Indian roads in June 2007. Currently, the Chennai manufacturing
facility produces the BMW 3 Series, the BMW 5 Series, BMW X1 and BMW X3. The group has adopted an
aggressive strategy in India, launching multiple products, establishing premium dealerships and
expanding into Tier-II and III cities. The company positions itself as a premium brand. Since inception,
the group has invested nearly USD78 million in India operations. The investments were directed towards
setting up a production plant in Chennai, a warehouse for parts in Mumbai, and expansion of dealership
network across major cities in the country.
Banking on new models to regain top position
With sales of 9,375 units in 2012, BMW maintained its top position in the premium car segment for the
fourth consecutive year. BMW India is banking on new models such as the BMW 1 and BMW 7 Series and
has increased sales from the BMW 3 Series to regain its top position in 2013. BMW India has
categorically stated that it would not try to capture market share through discounting. It maintains that it
is a premium player and any price wars would dilute the brand. In fact, BMW India is expected to raise
prices by 10 per cent this year for its entire portfolio.
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BMW to manufacture MINI Countryman in India – its first outside Europe
BMW commenced production of its mini sports utility vehicle, MINI Countryman (a compact crossover of
SUV), at the Chennai facility in April 2013; this is its first plant outside Europe to manufacture the product.
BMW India’s plans to manufacture Countryman, with high ground clearance (space between the road
and the underside of the chassis), in the country are driven by its relevance to Indian roads, which are
flocked with potholes.
BMW has been able to dominate the Indian premium car segment with the help of strategic launches,
alliances, and its capability to deliver international service experience to Indian consumers. Aggressive
product launches and expansion focused on smaller towns are expected to support the company’s lead
position.
3.1.4

Renault

Established in 1899, Renault is a multinational vehicle manufacturing company with operations in more
than 118 countries across the globe. In terms of total production, Renault is the third largest automobile
manufacture in Europe and the ninth largest vehicle manufacturer globally. Renault’s core market is the
European region, accounting for nearly 50 per cent of its total revenue. In the year 2012, the company
sold more than 2.5 million vehicles across the globe, with 1.3 million vehicles sold outside Europe.
India as part of the plans for the Asia-Pacific region
Renault increased its focus on the Asia-Pacific region, primarily China and India, as part of its
international expansion plans. Since its entry into the Indian market, the group’s market share has
increased to 1.1 per cent. With annual demand exceeding 2 million vehicles, Renault has stepped up its
expansion plans in India.
Renault forayed into the Indian automobile industry in 2005 by establishing a 51:49 joint venture
agreement with Mahindra & Mahindra Limited (M&M). Renault enjoyed M&M’s strong sales and service
network while providing the company with key components and technology support. After more than
four years of business partnership, Renault and Mahindra dissolved their joint venture in 2010. Post the
dissolution of the JV partnership, Renault operates in India in its own capacity. Renault, through
licensing agreements, still provides support to Mahindra, which now manages the joint venture
company’s successful car, the ‘Logan’.
Manufacturing plant in Chennai in partnership with Nissan
Renault is a part of the Renault-Nissan alliance (the Alliance), a first-of-its-kind partnership in the auto
world. Neither a merger nor an acquisition, the alliance was formed in 1999 and involves a cross-holding
of shares. France’s Renault holds a 44 per cent stake in Japan’s Nissan and Nissan holds a 15 per cent
stake in Renault. The two companies work such that the combined operations benefit financially,
whereas the brand identities and corporate culture remain separate. The Alliance’s Chairman and CEO
also acts as Chairman and CEO of Nissan and Renault. The Alliance offers a number of synergies; for
example, Nissan focuses entirely on petrol engines, while all its diesel cars have engines made by
Renault. The companies are reported to have saved USD260 million a year by sharing logistics needs. In
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2012, the Alliance is reported to have gained total synergies of USD3.5 billion.
Post the dissolution of its joint venture with Mahindra, the Alliance set up its first plant and technical
centre in Chennai in 2010. The plant, built at a capital cost of USD1.0 billion, had an original annual
capacity of 200,000 units, which was expanded to 400,000 units by March 2012 under a multi-year
USD900 million plan. In the next phase, the capacity is expected to increase to 800,000 units by 2016.
Duster brings much-needed success
Since 2011, Renault has launched five models suitable to the requirements of Indian customers –
Fluence, Koleos, Pulse, Duster and Scala. These are produced at the Alliance’s Chennai plant. 2012 was
a landmark year for Renault with the success of its newly launched SUV Duster. The Duster won the
prestigious ‘Indian Car of the Year’ award in 2012. As a consequence, the share held by Alliances in India
more than doubled from 1.4 per cent in FY12 to 3.3 per cent in FY13. Duster now accounts for two-thirds
of Renault’s volumes in India.
Aims to launch small cars and newer models to continue Duster’s momentum
Renault hopes to extend its success by entering the small car market. While Nissan has revived its
Datsun brand, which is expected to be rolled out in 2014, Renault also plans to introduce a hatchback in
2015. The Alliance’s plans to enter the small car market are part of the reason for the capacity
expansion being carried out at the Chennai facility. The two new small cars would compete with
entrenched players, Maruti and Hyundai. Renault’s overall strategy is to offer around seven core models
in India. The company is also looking to expand its network in the country by 30 per cent.
Renault has always adopted a partnership approach in penetrating India’s automobile sector. The
company considers India a key market, evident from its network expansion, and is planning to tap the
huge small-car segment in the country.
3.1.5

Peugeot Motors

Peugeot is a leading French car brand established in 1882. The family business that preceded the
Peugeot brand was established much earlier in 1810. In 2011, the company produced close to 2 million
cars. During the next eight to ten years, Peugeot plans to emerge as the largest car manufacturer
globally and the company has very aggressively pursued its global expansion strategy over the last
decade. Besides setting up new manufacturing units in emerging economies such as China, Russia,
Philippines and South America, the company also closed down manufacturing units in non-profitable
locations. In addition, the company is developing a strategy to manufacture vehicles and compete in
segments that were untouched since inception.
In 2011, Peugeot announced that by 2015, the company expects to sell more than 50 per cent of its
vehicle outside Europe, up from 39 per cent in 2010.
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Peugeot motors re-entering India
After nearly a decade, in 2009, Peugeot Motors announced its intention to re-enter the Indian
automobiles market. Earlier, the company entered the Indian market through a JV agreement with PAL
India in 1993–94. However, a series of labour strikes and legal complications led to Peugeot’s early exit
from India.
With the emergence of India as an important automobile market, besides the increased government
support for foreign investors, Peugeot decided to re-enter the burgeoning Indian passenger car market.
The company plans to build a USD800 million facility in Sanand, Gujarat, which would be the epicentre of
its operations in India.
3.1.6

Michelin

Established in 1988, Michelin is one of the world’s largest tyre manufacturers. The company is highly
regarded for its inventions and particularly for the radial tyre technology (used in modern ‘green tyres’)
that reduces fuel consumption. The company manufactures tyres for every type of vehicle including
automobiles, aircrafts, bicycles, heavy equipment, space crafts and motorcycles. Currently, Michelin has
69 production sites across 19 countries in five continents. In addition, the company publishes maps,
travel guides, road atlases, hotel as well as restaurant guides and offers mobility support services.
As part of its long-term growth strategy, the company is focussing on increasing its dealership network
across the globe, besides setting up manufacturing facilities in strategic locations. To pursue is global
expansion policy, Michelin invested more than USD2.6 billion as part of its sustained investment policy.
The company is currently setting up manufacturing units in India, China and the US to meet the
domestic consumption in these countries, besides establishing operational efficiency.
Michelin increases focus on India
Michelin entered the Indian market in 2003 through a JV agreement with Apollo tyres to manufacture
truck and bus radial tyres for the domestic market. After more than a decade in the Indian market,
Michelin markets a broad range of its products including tubeless, tube and radial tyres across
segments such as passenger cars, heavy vehicles, two-wheelers and off the road (OTR) vehicles.
Michelin’s JV agreement with Apollo tyres was terminated in 2005, post which the company decided to
operate independently given its initial success in the country.
Over the years, the company has carved a niche for itself in the Indian marketplace by offering quality
tyres using the best available technology. With improving road infrastructure and rising demand for
passenger vehicles, Michelin decided to set up its own tyre manufacturing facility in India in 2009 with a
total investment of USD800 million over seven years. The manufacturing facility located in Chennai, India,
is Michelin’s largest production facility globally. Once fully operational, the facility would be able to
produce more than 0.45 million tonnes of radial tyres annually. The plant is expected to become
operational towards the end of 2013 and would initially focus on producing radial bus/truck tyres. With
the ongoing expansion plans, India is likely to account for a major portion of the company’s revenue over
the next decade. Currently, India accounts for about 1 per cent of the group’s total revenue. Having a
plant in India would enable the company to enter the original equipment manufacturers (OEM) market.
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Michelin currently participates in the after sales market alone. Supplying to vehicle manufacturers
directly would be much easier with local production of tyres.
Michelin is trying to strengthen its position in the Indian market and, towards this end, has set up its
largest manufacturing facility in the country. Moreover, the company is continuously channelising
investments in marketing and distribution to increase its share in the Indian tyre industry.
The Indian automobile sector, traditionally driven by small cars, is dominated by Asia-Pacific auto majors
Hyundai, Honda, Toyota and Suzuki. These players have garnered a respectable amount of market share
and achieved sophisticated levels of indigenisation in the Indian market. On the other hand, European
players have been pioneers and have established themselves as premium brands in the luxury car
segment. However, American players have yet to formulate a strategy to succeed in the competitive
Indian auto sector.

3.2 Engineering and Construction
Factors that have encouraged foreign engineering companies to invest in India are:


Government of India allows FDI of up to 100 per cent in the engineering and capital goods sector.



No industrial licence is required for the sector.



No upper limit to payments for transfer of technology, design & drawing, royalty, etc. to foreign
collaborator imports and exports is allowed freely.

3.2.1

Siemens AG

Established in 1847, Siemens (Berlin and Munich) is a global player in electrical engineering and
electronics. The company operates through 11 segments: Industry Automation, Drive Technologies,
Building Technologies, Industry Solutions, Mobility, Fossil Power Generation, Oil & Gas, Power
Transmission, Power Distribution, Healthcare and Real Estate. Siemens has presence in nearly 190
regions, occupying leading market and technology positions worldwide. With more than 290 major
production and manufacturing plants worldwide, the company is well positioned to offer its customers
local, targeted, and tailored solutions.
Siemens’ history in India dates back to 1867 when it began setting up an undersea cable between
London and Kolkata. It was the first trans-continental Indo-European telegraph line worldwide.
Established in 1957, Siemens Ltd (earlier Siemens Engineering & Manufacturing Co of India Pvt Ltd), a
75 per cent holding company of Siemens AG, is the flagship company of the Siemens Group in India. This
is the only Siemens Company in the world in addition to parent Siemens AG and Siemens Inc in America
to be listed on stock exchanges. The Siemens Group in India has established 17 companies and provides
employment to more than 18,000 people. The group has set up 22 manufacturing facilities and has a
robust sales network in addition to 500 channel partners in India. Siemens Ltd is one of the largest
engineering companies in India with annual revenue of nearly USD2.6 billion. The Indian unit is the
fourth largest revenue contributor for the group, after Germany, the US and China. The company’s core
business areas are industry, infrastructure & cities, energy and healthcare.
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Figure 7
Siemens – Timeline of key milestones in India

1867
Siemens India founded with headquarters
in Kolkata.

1922

1956
Sets up a full-fledged manufacturing unit
at Worli, Mumbai, for switchboards.
Incorporated as Siemens Engineering and
Manufacturing Company of India Private
Limited.

1991-00

2000-10
Rolls out world’s first 1200 kV SF6 circuit
breaker from Aurangabad factory.
Announces amalgamation of Siemens VAI
Metals Technologies Pvt. Ltd. and Morgan
Construction Company Pvt. Ltd. Merges
Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics with itself.

Siemens wins order to modernise Korba
Stage-II plant of NTPC. Siemens Healthcare
delivers India’s first simultaneous PET-MRI.

Manufacture of motors commences at
Kalwa.

1971-80

1981-90
New switchgear factory set up at
Aurangabad. Assembly of healthcare
equipment starts at Goa. Sets up facilities
for manufacture of optical fiber cable and
solar photovoltaic systems at Aurangabad.

Healthcare equipment manufacturing
commences at Worli, Mumbai. Switchboard
production at Kolkata (later shifted to
Andheri in 1963).

1961-65

1966-70
Lists on the stock exchanges.
Manufacture of industrial electronics
equipment commences at Worli.
Manufacturing of switchboards at Joka.

Sets up assembly and repair workshop
under Mahalaxmi Bridge, Mumbai.

1957

1958-60
Commences railway signaling equipment at
Worli, Mumbai.
New complex at Kalwa founded for
switchboard, switchgear and motor
factories.

Laying of the first trans-continental IndoEuropean telegraph line between London
and Kolkata, personally supervised by
Siemens founder Werner von Siemens.

Assembly of switchboards starts at Nashik.
Modern industrial electronics production
starts at Nashik.

Corporate Technology Center, a hub for
technology R&D for Siemens worldwide,
set up in Bangalore
Small turbines production starts at
Vadodara. Starts gas-insulated switchgear
unit in Aurangabad. Merges Siemens
Building Technologies with itself.

2011

2012

2013

Twin-factories in Goa – for energy
automation and medium voltage.
Announces amalgamation of Siemens
Power Engineering Pvt Ltd.

Source: Company website
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Journey in India in pre-liberalisation period
Siemens commenced its first manufacturing workshop in India in 1955 with 24 employees. In 1956, the
company began a fully equipped facility to produce switchboards and some basic machines such as a
drilling machine and a power saw. It then extended its product offering by manufacturing healthcare
equipment and railway signalling gear. In 1966, Siemens began a plant for manufacturing motors in
Maharashtra. Although the company now manufactures plants in India, until the 1990s, Siemens India
imported the majority of its products from Germany. However, the scenario changed post liberalisation
of the Indian economy in 1991.
Expansion and local sourcing to withstand competition
The opening of Indian markets in 1991 drove the entry of European engineering companies, such as ABB
and Schneider, due to which Siemens faced stiff competition. By 1995, Siemens India had established
eight divisions and transformed its strategy to local manufacturing from imports—Siemens India began
manufacturing all components locally. However, the company could not sustain and seven of the eight
divisions were running losses in FY97.
Successful turnaround of business and progress thereafter
Siemens India adopted strong measures to restrict losses. The company more than halved employee
strength to 4,000 from 8,500. Reduced cost along with measures to improve operating efficiency helped
the company turnaround in 18 months. By then, Siemens had just four manufacturing bases in India.
However, the company began facing competition from Indian players such as Crompton Greaves and
Thermax, which offered products at lower rates. Siemens India changed its strategy and planned to
establish more factories in the country. Currently, the company has around 23 manufacturing plants in
India. In 2011, it created a division to focus on infrastructure projects and urban demand. Until then, the
company operated in the energy, industry and healthcare segments.
Smooth operations with effective strategies
The company could sustain in the global crisis period. It started the financial services division to support
customer purchases. In 2009, the company launched a SMART strategy, which refers to simple-to-use,
easy-to-maintain, affordable, reliable, and timely products. Furthermore, the company changed focus to
being employee-centric from customer-centric earlier. This helped reduce the attrition rate to about 4–5
per cent currently from 12–13 per cent in 2007. Today, the company boasts of a highly satisfied work
force. Interestingly, today India is used to support high-quality and low-cost product demand globally—in
2012, more than 14 per cent of its revenues came from the overseas business.
Localisation is the key strategic step undertaken by Siemens, supporting its success in the country even
today. Launching strategies at the right time, focus on employees, and intensifying sales channels are
some of the other factors driving the company’s success in India.
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3.2.2

Voith GmbH

Voith GmbH (Voith) is a Germany-based company operating in four segments: Voith Hydro, Voith
Industrial Services, Voith Paper and Voith Turbo. The company entered into a joint venture with Siemens
to form Voith Hydro; it provides turbines, generators and maintenance services to the hydropower
generation industry. Voith Industrial Services offers cleaning and maintenance services to industrial
manufacturers. Voith Paper manufactures machines used to produce graphic paper, packaging and
tissue paper. Voith Turbo, the turbo power transmission division, produces industrial machinery and
drive systems for commercial and rail vehicles. Founded in 1867, Voith employs about 42,000 people and
generates USD8.5 billion in sales. The company is one of the largest family-owned companies in Europe,
with operations in about 50 countries worldwide.
In India, Voith is present in all four segments. The company’s paper fabric plant was incorporated in
India in 1968, with majority of the shareholding then held by Porritts & Spencer UK. In 1999, VF
Auslandsbeteiligungen GmbH, Germany, purchased a majority of the company’s shares. The company, a
74 per cent subsidiary of VF Auslandsbeteiligungen, changed its name to Voith Paper Fabrics India Ltd
(VPFV) in November 2007. The business started with manufacturing woollen and cotton dryers for the
pulp, paper and board industry. It gradually extended the range of clothing for use on paper machines
and also began manufacturing textile felts, geo-textiles and filter fabrics. The company now focuses on
paper machine clothing (PMC), fibre-cement sheet making felts and hi-tech textile processing felts.
VPFV operates from a registered office and a manufacturing facility on a 30-acre site in Faridabad,
Haryana. In addition, VPFV’s quality management system has received international accreditations such
as ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001:2004, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 27001:2005.
Voith Turbo operates through its production units in Hyderabad, which include a modern foundry,
manufacturing and testing facilities. The unit has been producing couplings for material handling
systems in power stations as well as mines and has recently started production of servomotors and
hydrodynamic retarders for the domestic as well as export markets. The company completed 25 years in
the country in November 2012. Voith’s Industrial Services unit in Pune, India, was established in 2008.
The unit offers a variety of services, primarily for the automotive industry.
Vadodara-based turbine plant to be an export hub
Voith also set up a manufacturing plant in Vadodara to produce 20 megawatt (MW) turbines for the hydro
power sector in 2009. The plant, set up at a cost of USD65 million, is expected to be the company’s
global sourcing centre, in addition to being the primary supplier to the Indian market.
Voith plans to expand presence in India
The company is attempting to build a new market for industrial services outsourcing. Through this
model, Voith would focus on providing high-tech engineering services to its clients’ manufacturing units,
while leaving the client to focus on its primary function. In FY12, the company won a three-year contract
for the service and maintenance of the cathodic dip coating plant for Bajaj Auto in Pune. Other contracts
won by the company include Caterpillar, Leyland Deere and Toyota. The company also received an order
from BEML Ltd, the Indian rail vehicle manufacturer, for couplings for the new Jaipur Metro. The
company’s paper division won a major order for two specialty paper machines for manufacturing
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banknote paper. The company stated that it is also open to acquisitions and tie-ups in India, for instance,
the company entered into a 50 per cent joint venture with Coimbatore-based FlowLink Systems Private
Limited to make valves for the oil and gas industry.
Voith considers India as one of the promising growth regions and an important market for its global
expansion. The company’s decade-long presence has helped in establishing a prominent position across
the energy, oil & gas, paper, raw materials and transport & automotive sectors in the country. The
winning of prestigious metro rail and banknote paper machine projects further emphasises Voith’s longstanding success in India.
3.2.3

Saint Gobain

Established in 1665, Saint Gobain is the world leader in habitat and construction markets, which account
for more than 80 per cent of total revenue. The company manufactures and distributes building
materials, and provides innovative solutions for energy efficiency and environmental protection. Saint
Gobain currently operates in over 64 countries across the globe, covering North America, France, other
Western European countries and emerging countries in Asia.
Figure 8
Net Sales by Sector (2012)
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Source: Saint Gobain – 2012 Annual Report
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Figure 9
Net Sales by Geography (2012)
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Source: Saint Gobain – 2012 Annual Report

Consolidating and strengthening presence in India
Saint Gobain started operations in India in 1996 after acquiring a majority stake in Grindwell Norton.
After the acquisition, the company established a glass manufacturing facility in Sriperumbudur in 2000.
It currently operates in three business sectors in India: flat glass, high performance materials and
construction products. Each of these business sectors deal with a wide variety of high quality products
manufactured by Saint Gobain’s eight subsidiaries. To create synergy and coordination between these
subsidiaries, the company established the General Delegation for India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh in
1996. This delegation facilitates coordination and synergy between business and functions in the Indian
subcontinent, and supports the establishment of new businesses in India. The country currently
accounts for close to 1.2 per cent of the company’s total revenue. Recently, Saint Gobain purchased
Gujarat-based Sezal Glass’ floatline business in 2011. The acquisition increased the company’s
production capacity by 550 tons per day.
Saint Gobain has always adopted the inorganic route to tap the growing construction market in India.
Growth from emerging economies, which includes India, has been a key strategic priority for the parent
company.
Cost-competitive manpower, R&D and manufacturing abilities, and the huge investment opportunity
offered by India are the key factors driving companies from advanced economies such as the US and
Europe into the Indian engineering and construction space. The strategies of these companies are
focussed on innovating high-technology products for clients across sectors such as healthcare, energy,
power and oil & gas. On the other hand, peers from Asia-Pacific and the Middle East have primarily
catered to demands from large-scale infrastructure projects in India. Gulf and Asia-Pacific companies
are keen to recreate the success achieved in their domestic markets in India.
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3.3 Pharmaceuticals
Factors that have encouraged foreign pharmaceutical industry to invest in India are:


Hundred per cent FDI under the direct route is allowed in the Indian pharmaceutical sector since
2002.



Favourable demographics will fuel the growth of the pharmaceutical sector as disposable income
levels rise, population increases and witness a shift in disease patterns.



The sector will also benefit from growth drivers like increased awareness of health care technology
and focus on accessibility.



The Indian government, along with participation from the private sector, is planning to invest USD1-2
billion to make India one of the top five global pharmaceutical innovation hubs by 2020.

3.3.1

GlaxoSmithKline PLC

GlaxoSmithKline PLC (GSK) is a global healthcare company headquartered in London, the UK. The
company manufactures and markets a wide range of prescription medicines, vaccines and consumer
healthcare products. GSK’s prescription medicines include treatments for a wide range of conditions
such as infections, depression, skin conditions, asthma, heart and circulatory disease, and cancer. The
company produces more than 30 vaccines for potentially life-threatening or crippling illnesses, which
include Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, diphtheria, and tetanus, among others. Furthermore, GSK is engaged in
making dental health products, over-the-counter medicines and nutritional drinks. The company has
offices in more than 115 countries, major research centres in the UK, the US, Spain, Belgium and China
and an extensive manufacturing network with 87 sites globally.
With an annual turnover of USD39.6 billion in 2012, GSK spent just under USD6 billion in 2012 on
developing new medicines, vaccines and innovating consumer products. Furthermore, GSK is one of the
few healthcare companies researching medicines and vaccines for the World Health Organisation’s
three priority diseases – HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria.
Globally, GSK is looking to grow both organically and inorganically. Unlike other pharmaceutical players,
the company is not looking to grow a generics business; instead, it plans to market branded drugs in
poor- and low-income countries. A customised pricing policy is at the heart of this strategy. GSK
markets branded drugs at price points that suit the countries’ income level.
GSK first established trading links with India in 1919, making it one of the oldest international companies
in the country. Currently, GSK operates in India through two companies — GSK Pharmaceuticals Ltd
(GSK Pharma) and GSK Consumer Healthcare Ltd (GSKCH).
GSK Pharma, with a turnover of USD6 billion and a market share of 4.2 per cent, employs over 3,500
people in India. GSK Pharma’s product portfolio in India includes prescription medicines and vaccines.
Prescription medicines range across therapeutic areas such as anti-infectives, dermatology,
gynaecology, diabetes, oncology, cardiovascular disease and respiratory diseases. The company also
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offers vaccines for the prevention of Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, invasive disease caused by H, influenzae,
chickenpox, diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, rotavirus, cervical cancer, streptococcus pneumonia and
others.
GSKCH is well established in the health food and drinks industry in India and has a total workforce of
over 2,700 people. The company’s flagship product, Horlicks, has been in the market for more than 100
years. GSKCH also manufactures and markets Boost, Viva, Maltova, Biscuits, Foodles, and promotes
and distributes various products in diverse categories, including prominent brands such as Eno, Crocin,
Iodex and Sensodyne. GSKCH has a strong marketing and distribution network comprising over 4,800
wholesalers and direct coverage of over 700,000 retail outlets. In November 2012, GSK invested around
USD941 million to increase its stake in GSKCH from 43.2 per cent to 75 per cent through a voluntary
open offer.
Figure 10
GSK’s journey in India
1919

H J Foster & Co appointed sole agents.

Infant foods manufactured at milk drying
plant at Aligarh; Manufacturing facility for
pharmaceuticals opened in Mumbai;
Vitamin A and betamethasone
manufactured at new plant at Thane using
imported raw materials.

1920s

1950s

1960s

1960/70s
Glaxo Group equity reduced from 75 per
cent to 40 per cent Nashik factory
commissioned; The company's second
basic drugs factory was inaugurated at
Ankleshwar, Gujarat.
Glaxo Group raised its equity from 40 per
cent to 51 per cent ; The company
launched two anti-TB products - Zucox and
Rizap; Thane Factory's new fermentation
plan was inaugurated.

GSK India named as India's most admired
company in Pharmaceutical space by HAY
Group and Fortune Magazine.

Trading links with India established.

1980s

1980/90s..

Name changed to Glaxo Laboratories;
SmithKline & French appoints its first
medical representative; Primary production
of vaccines begins at Worli.

Registered as a limited company. Animal
health products introduced; Indian
shareholders acquire 25 per cent of the
company's equity; R&D laboratory built at
Thane.

Production of Zinetac at Nashik
commenced; the company's name
changed to Glaxo India Limited;
production of the bulk drug, cephalexin,
commenced at Ankleshwar and the
salbutamol inhalers at Nashik.

..1990s

2000s

2011+

Merger of SmithKline Beecham
Pharmaceuticals (India) Limited into Glaxo
India Limited. The name of the company
changed to GlaxoSmithKline
Pharmaceuticals Limited in India;
Augmentin grows to a INR100 crore brand.

Source: Aranca Research

GSK Pharma operates one manufacturing unit in India, located at Nashik, in addition to a clinical
development centre in Bengaluru. The API plant in Thane, which commenced operations in 1961,
required significant capital investment to upgrade manufacturing facilities. This capital investment
would make the plant unviable as the products manufactured there (betamethasone, which is used in
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making steroids) are also available at competitive prices from third-party manufacturers. Additionally,
GSKCH has three manufacturing plants located in Nabha, Rajahmundry and Sonepat.
Expanding capacities at the Nashik plant
GSK’s manufacturing operations in India have a roadmap and long-term strategy aligned with the global
strategy. The company began capacity expansion projects of Ampoules and Eltroxin at the Nashik facility
in 2012. GSK is also working on building capacities through dual sourcing for key products. The Nashik
site is continuously building capabilities through productivity; overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)
improvements; recruitment of professionals, specifically in Quality, EHS and Manufacturing as well as
recruitment of fresh diploma engineers on the shop floor. Over a period, the site has developed
capabilities of supplying to government tenders, which are in generic drug form and require highly
customised packs.
GSK’s Consumer Healthcare segment steps up capital expenditure plans
In May 2013, GSKCH announced that it is significantly stepping up capital expenditure as it plans to
spend the combined amount it spent in the last three years in FY14. The company would be spending on
balancing equipment at some of its factories at Nabha, Rajahmundry and Sonepat, thereby increasing
the throughput there. GSKCH is also likely to incur expense on various cost engineering projects in
addition to acquiring office space to house new employees. Over the last three years, the company spent
around USD500 million towards capex, including that for a plant in Sonepat, Haryana.
GSKCH plans to add more outlets to its distribution reach of 800,000 outlets in 2013 and focus on rural
markets. The company intends to reach 50,000 villages by 2016. Furthermore, in order to tackle
aggressive competition, GSKCH is focusing on brand building activities, coupled with the introduction of
premium products.
GSK likely to consider Indian acquisitions worth USD1–2 billion
GSK stated that it can fund acquisitions worth USD1–2 billion in India to support its expansion plans; The
Indian market presents vast opportunities for pharmaceutical companies, with companies being
successful in overcoming challenges in the areas of pricing and access to new products and markets 4.
The study predicts that four of the emerging markets are expected to rank among the top 10 global
pharmaceutical markets by 2015, with China and India emerging as the largest gainers.
GSK Pharma to building alliances to grow operations in India
GSK Pharma plans to continue with its strategy of bringing in niche products from other major drugmakers through in-licensing deals in order to grow operations locally. In line with this, GSK Pharma, in
February 2013, disclosed that it would form an alliance for a product in an area that is new for the
company. Since 2008, GSK Pharma maintains alliances with Daiichi-Sankyo to promote hypertensive
drug Olmesartan Medoxomil, and with Astellas to sell anti-fungal drug Micafungin in the local market.
4

As per Ernst & Young
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Customised pricing to gather market share
GSK is attempting to provide drugs at customised prices to low- and middle-income countries. The
strategy is already yielding results, with sales volume witnessing a rise. For instance, Synflorix, a new
generation paediatric vaccine that targets invasive pneumococcal disease, amassed USD94 million in
revenues in 2012. The company has also applied the same strategy with cancer drugs, such as Votrient
and Revolade, which have been priced at a discount of 25–30 per cent when compared with the product
price in developed markets.
Cross-selling and brand swaps to help boost sales
GSKCH and GSK Pharma signed a brands swap deal in a bid to approximately double revenues to
USD1.5 billion by 2016 (including operations in adjoining countries such as Sri Lanka and Bangladesh).
Through this approach, GSK Pharma's calcium and vitamin supplement Ostocalcium would be
marketed and distributed by GSKCH through the one million outlets that are covered by brands such as
Horlicks and Boost. On the other hand, GSK Pharma would market and sell GSKCH’s products such as
Actibase and Actigrow nutrition supplements. The two companies may also package their products
together (for instance, GSK Pharma's Augmentin and GSKCH's Sensodyne toothpaste) while pitching to
doctors, helping the companies boost distribution using the resources of both the entities.
GSKCH plans to create new customised products for the rural audience, while introducing smaller
packs/sachets of existing products. The company aims to spot gaps and generate products that
specifically cater to the demand from rural areas as well as to the rural population that has migrated to
cities. GSKCH expects to launch these products over the next 12–18 months, with plans to sell them
across 50,000 villages by 2016.
GSK’s country-specific strategy focuses on customised products; the company’s affordable pricing has
helped it expand its presence in India. GSK’s operations over the years have been successful, and the
company's huge investment plans showcase its long-term commitment to India.
3.3.2

Bayer AG

Established in 1863, Bayer AG is a large global enterprise in the fields of pharmaceuticals, chemicals
and high-tech materials. With an experience of more than 150 years, the company has developed
expertise and operates through three domains: healthcare, crop science and material science. Through
Bayer Healthcare AG, the company offers products and services catering to animal health, consumer
care, medical care and pharmaceuticals. Its other business Bayer CropScience is one of the leading
crop science firms globally in the areas of seeds, crop protection and environmental science. The
company’s third business vertical Bayer MaterialScience is engaged in the manufacture of advanced
high-tech materials such as polycarbonates, polyurethanes, coatings and adhesives. Bayer markets
more than 5,000 products in these business domains. In addition to the above mentioned businesses,
Bayer provides IT, technology and security services. The company currently has around 110,500
employees and nearly 280 companies worldwide. Global sales totalled USD34.08 billion in the fiscal year
2012, with R&D investments of USD 2.24 billion.
Bayer Group’s history in India is more than a century old. It entered the country in 1896 with the
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establishment of Farbenfabriken Bayer and Co Ltd in Mumbai. This was Bayer’s first wholly owned
subsidiary in Asia. Bayer CropScience Ltd, earlier named as Bayer (India) Ltd and Bayer Agrochem Pvt
Ltd, was incorporated in 1958. It was transformed into a public limited company in December 1996.
Bayer’s operations in India span across three fields of business: healthcare, crop science and material
science. Under the healthcare division, the company’s offerings are grouped under three business areas:
Bayer HealthCare, Diabetes Care and Animal Health. Bayer HealthCare manages marketing and
distribution of pharmaceuticals, with nearly 100 offices across 1,750 cities and over 400 employees in
India, while Diabetes Care and Animal Health divisions offer a wide range of products. In addition,
through its subsidiaries Bayer CropScience Ltd and Bayer MaterialScience Pvt Ltd, Bayer offers
products focusing on crop and material science in India. Apart from these, the company has set up
seven affiliates in India: Bayer BioScience Pvt Ltd, Bayer Business Services Pvt Ltd, Bayer Malibu
Polymers Pvt Ltd, Bayer Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd, Bayer Zydus Pharma Pvt Ltd, Bilag Industries Pvt Ltd
and Nunhems India Pvt Ltd As of 2011, Bayer employs nearly 4,200 people across its subsidiaries in India.
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Figure 11
Bayer – Timeline of key milestones in India

1896

Bayer established Bayer Agrochem Private
Limited in India.

1958

1963
The company commenced operations of a
major plant in Thane.

Groundbreaking ceremony of BMS Color
Competence & Design Centre. was held.
Bayer opened its first office in India at
Thane. Invests in a new polyisocyanate
manufacturing facility in Ankleshwar.

2010

2011
The Seeds Business unit of Bayer
CropScience India launched a new Breeding
Station in Palwal, Haryana.

The Polyurethanes Systems House
commenced operations in Greater Noida.

2008

2009

Bayer CropScience granted permission to
start Ethoprophos production in
Ankleshwar.

First Imidacloprid production facility outside
Germany was inaugurated in Vapi.

2005

2007

Groundbreaking ceremony of
EcoCommercial Building was held.

The first ‘Bayer Tower Biology’ system was
installed outside of Germany.

1987

2004

A new nematicides plant was inaugurated in
Ankleshwar.

The name of Bayer Agrochem was changed
to Bayer (India) Limited.

1969

1981

An incineration plant was installed in the
plant in Thane.

Farbenfabriken Bayer and Co Ltd, Bayer's
first wholly - owned subsidiary in Asia was
set-up in Mumbai, India.

2013

Bayer MaterialScience launched
Polyisocyanate Unit in Ankleshwar, India.
Bayer MaterialScience launched Color
Competence and Design Center in Greater
Noida, India. Bayer partnered with Zydus
to set up a new pharmaceuticals Joint
Venture in India .

Source: IBEF

Bayer CropScience – Bayer’s sole public limited company in India
Incorporated as a public listed enterprise in 1958, Bayer CropScience Ltd has established itself as a key
player in India’s agricultural industry. The company is engaged in developing innovative solutions and
technologies catering to farmers in the country. It had established a manufacturing site in Ankleshwar in
1983. The site is among the top 10 production sites within Bayer CropScience worldwide. It includes five
active ingredients and two formulation plants, with an annual capacity of around 4,000 metric tonnes
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(MT) each. The site caters to domestic as well as international markets. The company received approval
from the appropriate authorities in Gujarat in 2010 to produce an additional active ingredient,
Ethoprophos. Bayer CropScience inaugurated a new breeding station in Haryana, India, in 2013. The
facility would develop new varieties of Indian mustard (Brassica juncea), a breed similar to
canola/rapeseed (Brassica napus), in which the company is the global leader. The company intends to
benefit from mustard cultivation spread across 6.5 million hectares in India. The new station would cater
to demand from Indian and global markets.
To improve the livelihood of farmers in India, Bayer CropScience has been investing in imparting
knowledge on production sustainability. As part of its rural development initiative, the company launched
the Model Village Project. The project aims at improving the lives of farmers by educating them majorly
on storage for harvested crops, weather insurance schemes and loans. Currently, the project is being
implemented in two villages in Karnataka. The company plans to expand the project to other villages in
India depending on the success of these two pilots.
Expansion of Bayer’s base in high potential coatings and adhesives business
To strengthen its positioning in India’s fast-growing polyurethanes coatings market, Bayer
MaterialScience Pvt Ltd established an Application Development Laboratory in Thane, India, in 2007.
With an aim to foster its presence in the coatings and adhesives market, the company invested USD26
million to build a facility to manufacture polyisocyanates (raw materials used for the production of
polyurethane coatings) in Gujarat, India, in 2011.
In a bid to offer products and solutions for polycarbonate compounds, Bayer MaterialScience
established a Colour Competence and Design Centre in Greater Noida, India, in 2011. The centre offers a
wide range of technical services for activities such as injection-moulding and compounding processes. It
also provides capabilities to quickly cater to the unique demand of the Indian market. This move was in
line with the company’s commitment to expand its footprint in India.
Dependence on demand for India’s agricultural

Bayer BioScience Pvt Ltd (formerly known as Proagro Seed Company Pvt Ltd), the wholly owned

subsidiary of Bayer, is the leading and among the first companies to have entered the seed business in
India. Headquartered in Hyderabad, the company is engaged in R&D, manufacturing and marketing of
hybrid seeds for field crops in the country. Bayer BioScience’s plant, with a capacity of over 200 MT of
hybrid seed per day, is supported by R&D capabilities of its centres in Belgium and Germany. In addition
to the agricultural landscape, the subsidiary even manufactures products focused on nutrition, health
and biomaterials markets. The company operates four seed production and conditioning facilities each
in India and plans for further expansion. Bayer BioScience has developed a strong network of
warehouses across India, with its central warehouse located in Toopran having a capacity of 10,000 MT.
Plans expansion to cater to rising demand for plastics

Bayer Malibu Polymers Pvt Ltd, a joint venture (JV) between Bayer MaterialScience AG and India-based
Malibu Plastica Pvt Ltd, is engaged in the production of a wide range of polymers and plastics products
catering to customers in India. The plant was built with investments of around USD19 million. To
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capitalise on rising demand for polycarbonate resins in India, the JV plans to double its production
capacity to 5,000 MT per annum by 2014.
Bilag – Single largest facility in India

Bilag Industries Pvt Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Bayer CropScience AG, is engaged in the

production of agrochemicals and allied products. The company has set up a 29.2 hectare manufacturing
facility in Gujarat, India. It is the single largest production facility for synthetic pyrethroids worldwide. The
facility is equipped with a power plant for captive consumption. Furthermore, it is integrated with an
R&D centre with advanced technology. Nearly 75 per cent of total output is being exported.
Expanding regional presence
Bayer Industries Pvt Ltd, the wholly owned subsidiary of Bayer in India, is engaged in the distribution of
fertilizers, pesticides and insecticides. The subsidiary acquired 51 per cent stake in Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) (India) Industries Limited, a company that manufactures and markets
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) polymers. Bayer Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bayer Industries Limited, was established in 2000. The company manages the marketing
and distribution of pharmaceuticals and invests in new product launches and R&D activities in India.
Bayer Technology Services commences operations in India
Bayer Technology and Engineering (Shanghai) Company Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Bayer
Technology Services GmbH, established its regional office in India in 2009. The office serves customers
in the country with custom-made engineering services in chemical and pharmaceutical sectors. This
was in line with the company’s objective to expand its presence in Asia-Pacific.
Bayer sets an ambitious target of doubling sales from India by 2015
Bayer AG aims to double revenue from Indian operations to about USD1.3 billion by 2015 from USD679.9
million in 2010, focusing on crop sciences and pharmaceuticals. Majority of this target would be achieved
by crop sciences and material sciences units, in which the company has established strong presence in
India. However, Bayer aims at generating a higher share of nearly 10 per cent of total revenue from its
healthcare unit as well. In line with this, the company entered into a 50:50 JV with Zydus Cadila to form
Bayer Zydus Pharma Pvt Ltd. The JV was formed with a strategic interest to expand its footprint in
India’s pharmaceutical sector. The JV enabled distribution of about 36 products of Zydus and Bayer
brands, with a workforce of more than 900 people in India.
Bayer’s focused initiatives across its various interests have supported its growth in India. The company
continues to invest in production and R&D in India, and has set an ambitious target for its India
operations.
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3.3.3

Novartis

Established in 1996, Switzerland-based Novartis International AG (Novartis) is a multinational
pharmaceutical company headquartered in Basel, Switzerland. Novartis was formed through the
merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz Laboratories (Switzerland-based companies with long histories). It is a
global leader in pharmaceutical R&D and is focused solely on healthcare. The company’s diversified
product portfolio includes innovative medicines, cost-saving generic pharmaceuticals, preventive
vaccines, diagnostic tools and consumer health products. Over the years, Novartis has been able to gain
a leading position across these areas. With around 115,000 employees, the company operates in more
than 140 countries across the world.
Novartis’ history in India dates back to 1947 when it traded as Ciba Pharma of Switzerland and Sandoz
Products Limited (these companies merged to form Novartis in 1996). The company operates in India
through four entities: Novartis India Limited, Novartis Healthcare Private Limited, Sandoz Private
Limited and Chiron-Behring Vaccine Private Limited. Novartis has presence in pharmaceuticals,
generics, vaccines, over-the-counter medicines, eye care and animal health. Currently, the company has
around 4,500 associates in India. Novartis India recorded a CAGR of 11.1 per cent in revenue over FY08–
12.
Figure 12
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Novartis is the third largest beneficiary of registered patents in India
With 147 patents to its name, Novartis has the third largest registered patent portfolio in India after its
Europe-based counterparts Roche and Sanofi. The company remains committed to operations in India; it
has more than 1,100 patent applications for all kinds of inventions pending in the country as of April 2013.
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Inclusive growth has been a priority for Novartis since its inception in India
Novartis has played a major role in empowering the rural population of India. Several initiatives, such as
Novartis Comprehensive Leprosy Care Association (NCLCA), Arogya Parivar (healthy family), Glivec
International Patient Assistance Program (GIPAP) and the recently launched Novartis Oncology Access
(NOA), have supported in imparting healthcare facilities to thousands in rural India. Founded in 1989,
NCLCA has been active in fighting leprosy in India. The campaign is focused on preventing and treating
leprosy-related disabilities of patients while providing training to health workers and surgeons. The key
factor driving the campaign’s success was free provision of multidrug therapy (MDT) from 2000 onwards
to all leprosy patients worldwide.
Launched in 2007, Arogya Parivar is a for-profit social healthcare business model developed by Novartis
that adapts a market-based approach to improve healthcare access for India's rural poor. Since its
foundation, the company has trained more than 500 health educators and supervisors, and enabled
healthcare access to 42 million patients across 33,000 villages in India. The system includes 45,000
rural physicians and 29,000 pharmacies linked to cities for their supplies. Novartis also joined Business
Call to Action (BCtA) in May 2013 to expand its Arogya Parivar rural healthcare initiative in India; it is
working to expand the social business model in 2014. Through GIPAP, the company has been
distributing Glivec medicines worth USD1.7 billion for cancer treatment since 2002 absolutely free of
charge in India.
Novartis continues to be a leading player in the Indian pharmaceutical industry in terms of number of
patents. The company has adopted an inclusive approach to strengthen its brand in India. Novartis aims
to increase its investments in order to expand its reach and achieve long-term growth in India.
3.3.4

Sanofi

Sanofi’s history can be traced back to 1718, when Laboratoires Midy was established. The current SanofiAventis was formed in 2004 through a series of acquisitions and mergers over 200 years. The group’s
modern history includes the merger of Sanofi and Synthélabo in May 1999. In December that year,
Rhône-Poulenc and Hoechst Marion Roussel merged to form Aventis. In 2004, Sanofi acquired Aventis
to form the present-day Sanofi-Aventis. The company’s name was simplified to Sanofi in 2011.
Headquartered in Paris, Sanofi is a leading pharmaceutical and animal health company globally. It has
112 industrial sites spread over 40 countries. The company manufactures pharmaceuticals at 82 sites,
vaccines at 13 sites and animal health products at 17 sites. Its R&D network includes 20 sites worldwide.
In 2012, the company’s sales were USD45.5 billion. US and Emerging Markets accounted for 31 per cent
and 32 per cent of sales, respectively, whereas Western Europe accounted for 24 per cent and the rest
of the world, 13 per cent. The company focuses on seven core growth platforms—diabetes, human
vaccines, consumer healthcare, animal healthcare, Genzyme (a UK-based biopharmaceutical acquired
by Sanofi) and emerging markets (including India).
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In India, Sanofi operates through five companies:


Sanofi India Limited: Incorporated in 1956, the business was a part of Aventis and was previously
known as Aventis Pharma Limited. The company is publicly listed, employs 2,300 people and has
manufacturing plants in Goa and Ankleshwar.



Sanofi-Synthelabo (India) Limited: The company was incorporated in 1996 and employs 70 people.
The company is based in Mumbai.



Sanofi Pasteur India Private Limited: Sanofi Pasteur India was incorporated in 1996 and has 190
employees; it operates in the vaccines business. The company’s registered office is in Mumbai.



Shantha Biotechnics Limited: Shantha Biotechnics Limited (Shantha) is an Indian company acquired
in July 2009. It has around 850 employees. The company is headquartered in Hyderabad.



Genzyme India Private Limited: Headquartered in Gurgaon, the company is the Indian arm of
Genzyme.

Lower prices and localising to capture the diabetes market
India is a critical market for Sanofi’s diabetes products. The country has the second largest diabetic
population in the world and its diabetes management market is valued at USD920 million. This market is
expected to grow at more than 20 per cent annually. Sanofi has identified diabetes as a core growth area
globally. Sanofi’s revenue from its diabetes-related products increased 18 per cent in 2012 and the
company has an 8 per cent share of the market. In October 2012, Sanofi India made a major
breakthrough by introducing AllStar, a low-cost, reusable insulin (injecting) pen, in the Indian market.
This device was created specifically to cater to Indian needs and is priced at a discount to competing
products. Prior to the AllStar product, the Indian market had to import such devices.
The company’s next change is expected to be in local insulin production. Within two or three years,
Sanofi plans to transfer its insulin production technology to Shantha Biotechnics, which currently
produces vaccines. Sanofi also plans to introduce a ‘diabetes pack’ globally, including in India. This is a
product innovation that combines different therapies to manage diabetes and its related ailments such
as weight gain, hypertension and heart disease.
Acquisitions part of strategy to grow healthcare business
Sanofi has made a series of acquisitions in India to grow its human healthcare business. The most
significant was the acquisition of an 80 per cent stake in Shantha Biotechnics for USD784 million in 2009.
This acquisition gave Sanofi access to a low-cost, quality platform for manufacturing vaccines. The deal
also added to the company’s pipeline of vaccines. Since the acquisition, Sanofi invested a further
USD300 million in expanding Shantha Biotechnics’ capabilities.
In a major move towards improving its neutraceuticals business, Sanofi acquired Universal Medicare
Private’s branded health and nutrition supplements business in India in 2011. Priced at USD109 million,
the deal helped Sanofi expand its over-the-counter revenues. The portfolio of products added included
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vitamin and mineral supplements, antioxidants, anti-arthritics, anti-osteoporotics and liver tonics. It also
added an established distribution and marketing network.
Expanding the animal health business
India holds substantial potential for animal health companies since the country has the world’s largest
cattle and buffalo population, second largest number of sheep and goats and fifth largest poultry
population. India’s animal health market was estimated to be worth more than USD455 million in 2012.
The market is expanding at high double-digit growth rates. To capitalise on the huge potential, Merial –
Sanofi’s animal healthcare unit, acquired Dosch Pharmaceuticals (Dosch). Dosch's animal health
business markets drugs and feed supplements for livestock and pets as well as sells more than 86
products destined for livestock and pets.
Innovation in manufacturing country-specific products at affordable rates is the cornerstone of Sanofi’s
strategy for India. The company was a pioneer in manufacturing insulin devices locally. Apart from its
strong presence in India’s diabetes market, Sanofi has established presence in the human and animal
healthcare segments in India through acquisitions.
Several US and European companies operate in the Indian pharmaceutical industry. Despite having an
advantage in terms of branded drugs, these companies have resorted to manufacturing generic drugs to
penetrate the Indian market. Some of these companies have diversified their offerings to feminine
hygiene, skincare and baby care products, in which they have a dominant share.

3.4 Banking and Financial Services
Several companies were motivated to invest in India due to the following factors:


The Government of India allows FDI of up to 74 per cent in the private banking sector. FDI of up to 49
per cent is allowed through the automatic route, and FDI beyond 49 per cent, but up to 74 per cent,
via the government approval route.



Foreign banks are permitted to have either branches or subsidiaries. Foreign banks regulated by the
banking supervisory authority in the home country and meeting Reserve Bank‘s licensing criteria are
allowed to hold 100 per cent of paid-up capital to enable them to set up a wholly owned subsidiary in
India.



In the public banking sector in India, FDI up to 20 per cent (FDI and Portfolio Investment) is allowed
through the government approval route.



RBI is considering providing more licenses to private sector players to increase banking penetration.



Low banking penetration indicates huge latent demand; the number of branches per 100,000 adults
in India stood at 747 compared to 1,065 in Brazil and 2,063 in Malaysia.



The banking sector is expected to finance part of the USD1 trillion infrastructure investments in the
12th Five-Year Plan, opening a huge opportunity for the sector.
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3.4.1

Aviva PLC

Headquartered in London, insurance company Aviva PLC’s history dates back to the establishment of
Hand in Hand Fire & Life Insurance Society in 1696. After several mergers among insurance companies
in the UK, Aviva, in its present form, came into existence in 2002. It is an insurance company that
provides general and life assurance across classes. The company’s General Insurance segment
includes home, auto, accident and fire coverage, whereas the Long-term Savings division focuses on life
insurance, pensions, unit trusts and other products. The company’s Aviva Investors unit provides asset
management services. In the UK, Aviva also offers private medical insurance through employers. The
company has a worldwide customer base of 43 million.
Aviva is the sixth largest insurance group worldwide based on gross premiums received during FY10. Its
principal business activities are long-term savings, fund management and general insurance. The
company recorded worldwide total sales of USD60.9 billion and operating profits of USD3.8 billion as of
December 31, 2011.
Aviva started operations in India in 1834 under the name Universal life. However, a ban imposed on
foreign insurance companies in 1956 led to the company exiting Indian shores. It re-entered India
through a JV in 2002 after the ban was lifted in 1999. Aviva agreed to form a JV with Dabur with a paid-up
capital of USD400.8 million (Dabur holds 74 per cent of the stake in Aviva Life Insurance Company India
Ltd). Currently, India allows just 26 per cent of FDI in the insurance space.
Aviva India provides individual as well as group insurance plans in India. Individual plans include child,
savings, retirement, protection, health and rural plans, while group plans comprise term insurance,
Employees' Deposit Linked Insurance (EDLI), gratuity/leave encashment and rural credit protection
plans. Aviva has a sales force of over 14,000 financial planning advisers (FPAs). In the early 2000s, it has
pioneered novel sales approaches including Bancassurance and Financial Health Check services. It is
also among the first companies to introduce the present-day unit-linked products. The company has a
distribution network of 134 branches spread across about 1,000 towns and cities in the country.
Furthermore, it has partnered with IndusInd Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland Group and DBS Bank India to
obtain country-wide access to their respective customer bases to fulfil insurance needs. Aviva India aims
to build a strong product portfolio that covers customer lifecycle needs ranging from protection,
retirement and savings to investments.
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Figure 13
Aviva’s journey in India

2002

Aviva India signs its first bancassurance
agreement.

2003

2004
Aviva Life Insurance increased its capital
base by USD15.4 million, taking the total
paid-up capital to USD64 million. Number
of branches: 24. Partnered with 11 Cooperative banks.

Increased in its capital base by USD49.3
million, taking the total paid-up capital to
USD200.9 million. Number of branches:
192. Entered health insurance segment.

2009

2011

Aviva India posts net profit for the second
year; at USD14.8 million.

Increased in its capital base by USD47.8
million, taking the total paid-up capital to
USD111.8 million. Number of branches:
41. Total of 29 bancassurance partnerships
in India.

2007

2008

Aviva Life Insurance and DBS Bank entered
into a strategic partnership for
bancassurance in India.

Aviva India sells its one-millionth policy.
Aviva formed Bancassurance tie-ups with
ABN Amro Bank, American Express Bank,
Canara Bank, The Lakshmi Vilas Bank Ltd
and Punjab and Sind Bank.

2005

2006
Aviva has now extended its leadership
position in the Bancassurance channel with
30 tie-ups. Increased capital base by
USD39.8 million, taking the total paid-up
capital to USD151.6 million.

Aviva enters the Indian market in a JV with
Dabur India. Dabur takes a 74% stake with
Aviva controlling the remainder.

Aviva Life Insurance today, announced a tie
up with Axis Bank, to launch its new
Renewal Premium Payment Service in
more than 700 locations and across 1,400
branches.

2012

Source: Aranca Research

Plans to launch online investment linked products in India
In April 2013, Aviva India announced plans to launch investment linked products. These products would
be introduced on an online platform in an attempt to expand its online business model, which
contributes more than 15 per cent to overall business. Aviva India already offers term plans Aviva i-Life
and Aviva i-Shield, and a health plan Aviva Health Secure on the online platform. The company is
experiencing a rise in penetration of these products in tier I and tier II cities.
Awards and recognition


Aviva India won two awards at the CMO Asia Awards held in Singapore: Excellence in Branding and
Marketing in Banking and Financial Services, and Social Marketing. The company was selected for
the awards from among more than 200 nominations from across Asia.
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Aviva’s Street to School programme received the CRY Child Rights Champion award. The company
was recognised for its commitment to children; Aviva reached out to more than 80,000 children
through projects with NGO partners. In addition, the company received the sixth Indy’s award for
Aviva Great Wall of Education programme through which it reached out to more than 500,000
children.



Aviva India won a bronze at the Effies 2010 for the Aviva Great Wall of Education programme for
marketing effectiveness displayed in the campaign.

Aviva has been operating in India for more than a century. The company has increasingly focused on
unique marketing and distribution strategies to expand reach across the country. Aviva’s long-term
commitment to India is evident from its huge capital infusion in the country over the years.
3.4.2

Barclays PLC

Barclays PLC (Barclays) is a financial services provider engaged in retail banking, credit cards,
wholesale banking, investment banking, wealth management and investment management services
across the globe. The company’s business is divided into eight segments: UK Retail and Business
Banking (UK RBB), Europe Retail and Business Banking (Europe RBB), Africa Retail and Business
Banking (Africa RBB), Barclaycard, Barclays Investment Bank, Barclays Corporate Banking, Wealth and
Investment Management, and Head Office and Other Operations. With more than 140,000 employees,
Barclays has presence in over 50 countries.
Maintains presence in investment banking and personal/corporate banking in India
Barclays entered India about three decades ago, first through its investment banking division and
recently with personal and corporate banking services in Mumbai, Pune, New Delhi, Hyderabad,
Kanchipuram (near Chennai) and Nelamangala (near Bengaluru). The company has invested over
USD800 million in the country. In India, Barclays’ strategy is to focus on adding multinational
corporations and Indian companies with global ambitions to its list of clients, in addition to serving its
existing relationships. The company aims to leverage its relationships in the investment banking sector
to build a strong and sustainable business.
Benefit from a low cost-to-income ratio
Barclays’ global cost-income ratio for a corporate and investment bank is 60–65 per cent. It stood at 64
per cent in 2012, down from 71 per cent in 2011. In comparison, India’s cost-income ratio is much below
60 per cent, with expectations of a further drop supported by business growth. According to the company,
India and Japan have been the most consistent performers and are its top two markets in terms of
revenue in Asia.
Outsourcing to India
Barclays established Barclays Shared Services (BSS), a wholly owned subsidiary of Barclays, in 2007. An
ISO 27001 certified organisation, BSS employs more than 7000 people across three sites, providing
operations support and services to businesses across Barclays. Furthermore, the company is
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considering moving hundreds of jobs from London to India to cut costs in the near future.
Currently, Barclays has two sites in Noida (near New Delhi) and one in Chennai. It has received ISO
14001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications for these sites. This makes it the second unit in Barclays Retail
and Business Banking (RBB) segment and the third in the Barclays Group to have received both
certifications.
Barclays has been restructuring its business in India since the past two years to align focus on corporate
& investment banking and wealth & investment management. The vast experience along with the cost
benefits offered by the country has helped Barclays in delivering consistent performance from its Indian
operations.
3.4.3

Standard Chartered PLC

Standard Chartered PLC (Standard Chartered) primarily provides retail and commercial banking
services. The company operates through two business segments: Consumer Banking and Wholesale
Banking. Consumer Banking comprises businesses such as cards, personal loans and unsecured
lending; wealth management; deposits; and mortgage and auto finance. Wholesale Banking includes
lending and portfolio management, transaction banking, and global markets (comprising financial
markets, asset and liability management, corporate finance and principal finance). Standard Chartered
was formed in 1969 through the merger of the Standard Bank of British South Africa and the Chartered
Bank of India, Australia and China; both banks benefitted from the expansion of trade between Europe,
Asia and Africa. About 90 per cent of the company’s earnings are generated in Asia, Africa and the
Middle East.
With more than 89,000 employees globally, Standard Chartered operates through 1,700 branches and
offices in 68 markets. The company is listed on London and Hong Kong stock exchanges, as well as
Bombay and National stock exchanges in India.
Standard Chartered entered India in 1858. It is the country’s largest international bank with 99 branches
in 37 cities. As of FY12, the bank had more than 2 million retail customers and over 2,000 corporate and
institutional clients. Its assets grew 14 per cent y-o-y to USD24.2 million during the year.
The company has four subsidiaries in India:


Standard Chartered Securities (India) Limited: The subsidiary is a broking company that assists
retail and institutional investors with their capital market investment requirements. It offers
products such as equity capital markets, equity and derivative broking for institutional clients.
Standard Chartered Securities’ retail division offers products such as equity and derivative broking,
depository services, mutual funds and fixed income instruments to online and offline customers. The
subsidiary operates in 53 locations through 30 branches and 56 authorised centres. It is registered
as a trading and clearing member with Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE), National Stock
Exchange of India Limited (NSE) and MCX Stock Exchange Limited (MCX). Standard Chartered
Securities is also registered as a Depository Participant with Central Depository Services (India)
Limited (CDSL) and National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL).
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Standard Chartered Private Equity Advisory (India) Private Limited: The subsidiary has been an active
investor in India since 2005. It has invested about USD1 billion in India across sectors until June 2012.



Standard Chartered Investments and Loans (India) Limited: Incorporated in October 2003, the
subsidiary is a non-banking finance company (NBFC) aiming to gain from Standard Chartered’s
presence in India’s financial services market. The company planned to float short-term debt
instruments in the debt market in India soon after its establishment.



Standard Chartered Finance Limited and Scope International: Scope International is Standard
Chartered’s global shared services centre. It began operations in Chennai in 2001 and had about
7,300 employees in 2009. Globally, Scope International provides a wide range of services (such as
finance and accounting services, banking operations, global HR support, software development and
maintenance), and IT service and helpdesk support.

Expansion of Wealth Management unit through acquisitions
Standard Chartered acquired Morgan Stanley’s wealth management unit in India in May 2013 to capture
a larger share of the private banking business for an undisclosed amount. With the acquisition, the
company is expected to significantly increase its assets under management.
Focus on technological advances to stay ahead of competition
Standard Chartered is taking on competition with the help of initiatives such as Breeze Mobile and
eOperations. Breeze, India's 10th largest mobile banking service in terms of transaction value, allows
customers to transact using minimum number of mobile clicks. The application also allows users to buy
airline/movie tickets and locate any Standard Chartered Bank ATM using Google Maps. eOperations
helps the company generate jobs in rural India. Using eOperations, staff in remote locations can perform
operational tasks such as data entry via the Internet. Standard Chartered is currently running a pilot in
Tamil Nadu, involving 25 women working in a business process outsourcing setup in Masinagudi village,
while seven physically challenged women from home in Chennai.
Standard Chartered is using technology and operational excellence to improve client experience through
initiatives such as real-time tracking of cheques using General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) technology,
door-step trade services, dedicated hotlines and real-time dashboards to monitor client call traffic for
Wholesale Banking clients. Standard Chartered has also launched customer experience management
system (CEMS), a single window relationship management solution, for Consumer Banking clients. This
system facilitates client contact management and servicing through in-built triggers, leading to
improved customer experience.
Standard Chartered has emerged as the largest international bank in India. Introduction of innovative
products and services along with expansion of offerings into new domains mainly drives the Standard
Chartered India strategy.
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3.4.4

Deutsche Bank AG

Deutsche Bank AG (Deutsche Bank) is a global investment bank comprising five corporate divisions:
Corporate Banking and Services (CB&S), Global Transaction Banking (GTB), Asset and Wealth
Management (AWM), Private and Business Clients (PBC) and the Non-core Operations Unit (NCOU).
CB&S comprises the Markets and Corporate Finance businesses, which primarily include Deutsche
Bank’s origination, sales and trading of securities, corporate advisory and M&A businesses. GTB’s
products and services include domestic and cross-border payments, risk mitigation and international
trade finance. AWM assists private and institutional investors in protecting and growing their wealth. It
also offers customised products and services to ultra high net worth individuals and families. PBC
provides services such as current account, deposits, loans, investment management and pension
products to individuals, self-employed clients and small and medium-sized businesses. Meanwhile, the
NCOU, established in Q4 2012, consists of Deutsche Bank’s non-core assets and liabilities. The division
aims to dispose of such assets to allow the bank to focus on strategic operations.
The company operates in more than 70 countries across the globe. It is the market leader in Germany
and holds a strong position in Europe, North America and key emerging markets, specifically Asia. As of
31 March 2013, the company operates out of 2,963 branches worldwide, of which 1,944 are in Germany.
In 2012, the company developed ‘Strategy 2015’, which aims to position Deutsche Bank at the forefront of
the financial services industry by the year 2015. One of the key strategies identified was the company’s
expansion in terms of geographic footprint. It stated that its priority lies in the fast-growing Asia-Pacific
region, followed by the Americas. In addition, the company plans to leverage its market leading position
in Germany to increase commercial and retail lending by at least USD13 billion by 2015.
Deutsche Bank forayed into the Indian market in 1980 and has since become a leading and fully
integrated financial services provider to Indian corporate, institutional and individual clients. Today, the
company has a work force of more than 9,500 employees in the country across 16 branches located in
Mumbai, New Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Kolkata, Gurgaon, Noida, Aurangabad, Kolhapur, Pune, Salem,
Vellore, Moradabad, Ludhiana and Ahmedabad. This makes India one of the largest franchises among
Deutsche Bank’s 17 markets in the Asia-Pacific region. In addition, the company operates Global Service
Delivery Centres in three locations in the country.
Deutsche Bank’s business divisions in India are:


CB&S comprises the Markets and Corporate Finance business divisions. In India, Deutsche Bank
has established itself as a leading foreign exchange and derivatives dealer as well as government
bonds trader. It is also one of the largest onshore swaps liquidity providers in interbank interest rate
and overnight index swaps. Deutsche Bank’s equity broking business for FIIs is among the top five
institutional equity brokers in the country. Furthermore, the bank has recently begun focusing on
addressing the Rupee capital needs of local corporate companies. As a result, it has undertaken
various loan and bond syndications, leading to opportunities for credit trading, distressed debt and
financing.
Deutsche Bank established its Corporate Finance business in India in 2004 and has since executed a
number of marquee transactions. These include IPOs for Coal India and Essar Energy, M&A
transactions such as the acquisition of Corus by Tata Steel, Sylvania by Havell India, Imperial Energy
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by ONGC Videsh Limited (OVL) and purchase of a stake in the Carabobo Oilfields by OVL, Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC) and Oil India Limited (OIL).


GTB includes the bank’s cash management services for corporate and financial institutions, trade
finance business and trust as well as securities services. In India, Deutsche Bank’s transaction
banking business has grown rapidly since its inception, with total assets under custody in excess of
USD120 billion as of June 2012. Deutsche Bank is also a leading cash management provider – it
handled approximately 120 million domestic cash management transactions worth USD50 billion in
2011. The bank offers trade finance and risk advisory solutions, in addition to trust and securities
services, which includes providing custody, clearing and related services to companies and
institutional investors in India.



PBC provides various branch banking services to individuals, self-employed clients and small and
medium-sized businesses in India. Deutsche Bank launched its retail banking business in India in
2005, its first outside Europe. The retail banking business operates out of 16 branches across the
country and services about 150,000 customers.



AWM comprises the Asset Management and Private Wealth Management Business divisions. As of
June 2012, Deutsche Bank’s Private Wealth Management holds total assets under management
(AUM) of over USD2 billion; it is counted as one of the country’s biggest players in this space due to
its focus on offering innovative financial planning and investment products as well as services.
Furthermore, Deutsche Bank launched its Asset Management business in 2003 and followed it up in
2006 with the launch of Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management (DWS), one of the leading European
fund managers. This division had AUM of USD2.4 billion as of June 2012.

Deutsche Bank’s major Indian deals during the last five years


July 2012: Deutsche Bank was joint book runner to SBI for the second largest single tranche bond
transaction from India, raising USD1.25 billion.



April 2012: The bank helped 3i Infotech restructure its corporate debt; the client exchanged their
existing USD20 million and USD66 million of outstanding notes for new bonds worth USD125 million.



February 2012: The bank was the sole book runner in the USD274 million stake sale by Carlyle in
HDFC Ltd. The stake amounted to 1.4 per cent of HDFC’s share capital.



September 2011: Deutsche Bank was the financial advisor to the USD680 million acquisition of 26
per cent strategic stake in Reliance Life Insurance by Nippon Life, the biggest FDI in the Indian
financial services sector.



July 2011: Deutsche Bank acted as sole financial advisor to Tata Steel in the AUD1.1 billion sale of a
27 per cent stake in Riversdale Mining to Rio Tinto.



April 2011: The bank was joint book runner for the first non-investment grade corporate hybrid in
Asia for Tata Power.
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October 2010: The bank was book runner for India’s largest IPO, Coal India Ltd, at USD3.4 billion.



March 2008: Deutsche Bank was book runner for the USD4.3 billion rights issue for State Bank of
India, India’s largest ever rights issue at the time.



January 2007: Deutsche Bank acted as financial advisor and corporate broker to Tata Steel in the
company’s USD9.3 billion acquisition of Corus Group.

Increase in capital base to expand transaction banking and retail banking in India
In December 2012, Deutsche Bank increased its capital base in India by USD194 million to USD1.4 billion,
to fund its growth plans in the country. This was the second time in 2012 and sixth time since 2007 that
the bank infused capital into its India unit. The additional capital is expected to help the company deepen
its client franchise in India, particularly in the transaction banking and retail banking businesses.
Leveraging India’s cost-efficient talent pool by operating global service delivery centres
Deutsche Bank established DBOI Global Services in 2006 to benefit from India’s well-qualified and costefficient workforce at three locations in India – Mumbai, Bengaluru and Jaipur. With 6,500 employees,
these units support the bank’s functions across several product groups including derivatives, equities
and fixed income, foreign exchange, cash and trade, commodities, loans, trust and securities, among
others. The delivery centres also service the AWM business, in addition to supporting functions such as
finance, credit risk, IT and HR.
The bank operates Deutsche CIB Centre in Mumbai, Maharashtra, its front-office offshore division.
Through this unit, Deutsche Bank provides its Corporate Banking and Securities teams with access to
India’s quantitative and analytical talent pool. Deutsche CIB Centre helps the bank deliver innovative
financial solutions to international clients through more than 600 employees who carry out modelling,
quantitative analytics, extensive structuring and research.
Deutsche Bank has established a strong portfolio of offerings spanning the entire range of financial
services in India. The bank remains committed to capitalising the cost-efficient labour force and
continuing its growth story in the country, as evident from its USD194 million investment in 2012.
3.4.5

Allianz SE

Founded in 1890, Allianz SE (Allianz) is a German financial services provider operating in two main
business segments: Insurance Operations and Asset Management. Insurance Operations includes a
portfolio of property or casualty and life or health insurance products for private as well as corporate
customers. Meanwhile, the Asset Management segment provides institutional and retail asset
management products and services to third-party investors. Allianz also offers banking products and
alternative investment management services for corporate and retail clients in sectors including private
equity, real estate, renewable energy and infrastructure. The company operates in about 70 countries
with most of its operations focused in Europe.
In India, Allianz operates through a joint venture (JV) between Allianz and Bajaj Finserv Limited called
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Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Company Limited. Established in 2001, 74 per cent of the joint venture is
held by Bajaj Finserv while the remaining 26 per cent is held by Allianz. The company, with an authorised
and paid-up capital of USD22 million, provides non-life insurance solutions and is rated among the top
non-life insurers in India. Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance is also a joint venture between Allianz and Bajaj
Finserv. The company reported a customer base of approximately 15 million. Overall, Bajaj Allianz has a
strong countrywide network spread across more than 1,400 cities through an agency network of over
207,000 insurance consultants. All the company’s offices are linked via Bajaj Allianz’s head office at
Pune.
In its FY13 report, Bajaj Allianz stated it holds the fourth position among private life insurers on the basis
of new business premium for the fiscal. It wrote new business of USD598 million, a 10 per cent increase
compared to USD554 million in the previous year. The gross premium written for FY13 increased 7.9 per
cent to USD1.4 billion. Within the private sector, the company’s market share of new business premium
climbed to 9.7 per cent for FY13, as compared to 8.3 per cent during FY12. Unit linked premiums formed
18.9 per cent of the company’s new business premiums in FY13, compared to 31.0 per cent in the
previous year. Meanwhile, traditional individual premiums constituted 36.0 per cent of overall new
business premiums, as compared to 44.3 per cent in the prior year. The shareholders’ profit after tax
stood at USD256 million, down slightly from USD262 million in the previous year. Bajaj Allianz has
accumulated profits of USD728 million as at 31 March 2013. Furthermore, the company has a basket of
51 life insurance products comprising 34 individual products and 17 group products.
The company received several awards for its outstanding performance in the life and non-life insurance
segments. These are covered here:
Life insurance:


SKOCH Financial Inclusion – Organisation of the Year 2013



Best Life Insurance Provider (Runner-up) at the Outlook Money Award 2012



Best Contribution in Investor Education & Category Enhancement by Bloomberg UTV Financial
Leadership Awards 2011



The Best Utilisation of Information Technology to Transform Business by Bloomberg UTV CXO
Awards 2011



SKOCH Financial Inclusion Award 2012 for contribution towards financial inclusion through life
insurance



A survey conducted on 'Most Trusted Companies' by Brand Equity and AC Nielsen-ORG Marg 2012
rated the company the third best life insurer and amongst the 50 top service brands

General insurance:


General Insurance Company of the Year 2013 conducted by Fintelekt (part of SP Media Pvt Ltd, a
specialist in research, consulting and conferences in the financial services industry)
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General Insurance Provider of the Year at the Money Today FPCIL Awards 2012



Best General Insurance Provider in the Private Sector at the CNBC TV18 India Best Bank and
Financial Institution Award FY11 and 12



General Insurer of the Year in the Private Sector by Bloomberg UTV Financial Leadership Awards
2012



Best Leading Player – Non Life by CNBC TV18 IBFA Best Bank and Financial Institutions awards FY11

Leveraging the potential of tier III cities in India through an offshore facility
Allianz Insurance set up Allianz Cornhill Information Services (ACIS), a captive offshore facility operating
at Thiruvananthapuram, in 2003. The company offers IT and IT enabled Services (ITeS) services such as
application development and maintenance (AD&M) as well as testing. The company expanded its
offerings from catering to the requirements of UK AD&M to offering services for other Allianz Group
operating entities. ACIS customers now include several operating entities spread across Germany,
Ireland, France, the US, UK and the Asia-Pacific region. Presently, ACIS offers offshore AD&M, BPO and
IT Infrastructure services to Allianz Insurance and other Allianz Group companies. ACIS is ISO 90012000 certified for its BPO and grew from 25 employees in December 2003 to over 1,500 employees at
present. ACIS is based out of the Technopark campus in Thiruvananthapuram, a 300-acre IT hub with
built-up space of four million square feet.
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Figure 14
ACIS’ journey in India

Offers Service, Sales and Back-office
support to Allianz UK; ACIS opened its 2nd
office space which can accomodate 725
employees.

2003

ACIS gets certified ISO 9001; IT Operations
responsible for the implementation,
support and management of computerbased information systems goes live.

2005

2004

..2009

2010
The company has grown from 25
employees in December 2003 to over
1000 employees today and it is a
benchmark for IT / ITeS operations within
the Allianz Group; ACIS partners with its
10th OE Allianz Asia Pacific.

ACIS recevices CMMi - Level 5
accreditation; ACIS' strength increased to
500 employees.

2008

2009..

ACIS reaches the 700 headcount mark ;
Allianz (ACIS) opens its 3rd office space
which can accomodate 1275 people.

ACIS achieves CMMi - Level 3 accreditation.

2006

2007
AWC Ireland - 1st OE Engagement begins;
Project with AGC&S, Germany.

Allianz UK establishes ACIS in India;
Inauguration of first facility for ACIS with a
capacity of 160 employees .

ACIS is one of the first companies to move
to ISO 9001 : 2008 standards; ACIS
partners with 7 OEs; Holding IT confirms
ACIS as an offshore provider for GIN;
Allianz Germany (ADAG) selects ACIS for
first pilot project (COCOS).

ACIS proposed as Allianz "Asian Hub"; ASIC
proposal to begin offshore process at ACIS.

2011

2012

ACIS opens its 4th office space with a
capacity of 2125.

Source: Aranca Research

Tapping rural markets in India to boost sales
In July 2012, Bajaj Allianz announced a rural-centric marketing plan to position its brand differently from
its competitors. The company stated its earlier campaign, revolving around the lowest single premium
Unit Linked Insurance Plan (ULIP) (with the single minimum premium of USD100) was a success in rural
parts of India. Following the campaign, the company derived 20 per cent of its sale targets from India’s
rural markets. Given its earlier success, in 2013, the insurance company plans to spend 30 per cent of
its total marketing budget on below the line activities. It is developing a new insurance plan specially
customised for rural India and has been conducting various street plays to communicate the importance
of insurance to the rural population.
Building an online platform to encourage youth engagement with the brand
Bajaj Allianz is a comparatively new entrant in the online insurance space and it plans to gradually
increase spending on the digital medium. In line with the strategy of its competitors, the company also
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plans to develop products targeting the youth and to use digital communication to connect with them.
Allianz has established strong presence in the general and life insurance segment in India. The company
has adopted a rural-centric marketing strategy to expand foothold in the country. Allianz has also
achieved remarkable growth and won accolades for its India operations.
As India has immense potential for investment, banking & financial services companies across the world
have established presence in the country. In fact, to achieve long-term growth in India, European banks
have made major strides across fixed income, local equities, investment banking, asset management as
well as the insurance market. Most of them have adopted the inorganic approach and have developed
unique products targeting Indian consumers to establish presence in the country.

3.5 Food and Beverage
Factors encouraging global food and beverage companies to invest in India are as follows:


FDI up to 100 per cent is permitted under the automatic route in food (except for alcoholic
beverages), food processing and food-related infrastructure such as food parks and cold storage
chains.



Since 2006, a steady consolidation of the regulatory environment around food standards has ensued
in India. Establishment of the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) as an
independent statutory authority acting as the single reference point has improved the ease of doing
business.



India’s 12th Five-Year Plan (2012–17) aims at providing a fresh impetus to the agriculture and food
processing industry. It is targeting an annual output growth of 4 per cent over the next five years,
which bodes well for the entire food industry value chain.



The Ministry of Food Processing Industries has taken various steps to boost the sector, which
broadly include: inclusion in the priority sectors for lending, easing of the licensing regime,
structured tax and duty reliefs, etc.



The export-oriented food units are given numerous concessions under the Export-Import Policy,
such as duty-free import of capital goods and certain raw materials, and tax relief for export
incomes.

3.5.1

Cadbury PLC

Cadbury PLC (Cadbury) is one of the leading global confectionery companies with a portfolio of chocolate,
gum and candy brands. The company sells its products through retailers and via the Internet to
customers worldwide. Cadbury was founded in 1824 and is based in Uxbridge, the UK. In early 2010,
Kraft Foods (Kraft) had acquired Cadbury in a deal worth close to USD19 billion. On 1 October 2012,
Kraft's snacks business – which includes brands such as Cadbury, Tang and Trident – was spun off into
Mondelēz. The flagship company Kraft was left with the grocery portfolio, which includes brands such as
Philadelphia Cream Cheese and Maxwell House Coffee. Thus, Cadbury now operates as a subsidiary of
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Mondelēz International, Inc.
Cadbury India Limited began its operations in 1948 by importing chocolates. After over 60 years of
existence, the company currently has six company-owned manufacturing facilities at Thane, Pune,
Gwalior, Bengaluru, Baddi and Hyderabad. The company has four sales offices at New Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata and Chennai, while the corporate office is in Mumbai. Cadbury operates in four categories –
Chocolate Confectionery, Beverages, Biscuits, Gum and Candy. Cadbury has maintained an undisputed
leadership over the years in India in the Chocolate Confectionery business. The company enjoys a value
market share of over 70 per cent in the chocolate category. Bournvita – the leading Malted Food Drink
(MFD) in the country – is the company’s main product in the Milk Food drinks segment. Similarly, in the
medicated candy category, Halls is the undisputed leader. Cadbury India recently entered the biscuits
category with the launch of the biscuit brand Oreo. Overall, Cadbury’s key brands include Dairy Milk,
Bournvita, 5 Star, Perk, Bournville, Celebrations, Gems, Halls, Éclairs, Bubbaloo, Tang and Oreo.
Bringing Kraft Foods products to India
In November 2010, Cadbury India announced plans to start local manufacturing of its parent Kraft
Foods' orange drink Tang. The company also stated intentions of beginning a capacity expansion project
for its confectionery products across all six manufacturing locations without disclosing any figures. Tang,
which had been imported from Thailand to serve the Indian market so far, is now produced at Cadbury’s
Hyderabad plant.
In March 2011, the company announced that Oreo cream biscuits, originally a Kraft product, are set to be
manufactured in India at Jaladhar-based Mrs. Bector’s Food Specialities, marking Cadbury’s foray into
the biscuit segment in India.
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Figure 15
Cadbury’s journey in India

1948

Started the manufacture of Chocolate and
Bournvita, Cadbury's Fruit & Nut.

1950s

1960s
Commissioned the Malt Extract Plant at
Induri in Maharashtra; Changed company
name from Cadbury Fry (India) Pvt Ltd to
Cadbury India Ltd.

Cadbury Schweppes Plc UK acquired the
global non-chocolate confectionary
business of Pfizer Inc, USA namely Warner
Lambert India Pvt Ltd.

2008

2009

Began production of Kraft brands Tang and
Orea in India.

Cadbury India was converted into a public
limited company.

1990s

2002
Launched Cadbury Bournville Fine Dark
Chocolate in India.

Set up a Cocoa Research Centre in Kerala;
First plant at Thane; Launched Cadbury's
Caramels, Crackle, 5 Star and Gems etc.

1970s

1980s

Launched the Sugar Confectionery business;
Launched Cadbury's Perk.

Incorporated as Cadbury Fry (India) Pvt Ltd.

Set up a new manufacturing facility at
Baddi, Himachal Pradesh.

2010+

Source: Aranca Research

Growing the category while building on brand strength
With a market share of about 70 per cent in India, Cadbury is looking at newer ways to grow its brand in
the country. The company has deduced that in order to achieve growth, it needs to rope in new users to
start consuming chocolate. As such, Cadbury has altered the branding of some of its basic products
such as the Perk (from being a more functional light snack, the company has now associated an
element of indulgence with the chocolate bar). Cadbury has also researched, created and tapped the
market for new chocolate categories such as dark chocolate. Furthermore, following the trying
economic environment in 2009, the company started an aggressive campaign to make the brands
accessible to a larger audience by encouraging small packs at lower price points. Additionally, Cadbury
aggressively promoted the culture of gifting chocolates in India over a 10-year period and continues to
support the initiative.
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Cadbury India increases investment towards building cold chain
Following an instance of a worm being found in a bar of chocolate, Cadbury India decided to increase
investments towards building a cold chain for its premium chocolate portfolio. At present, the company
has 78,000 stores, where it has set up cold chain facilities. Considering chocolates are more susceptible
to weather conditions and can become a molten mess, the company has become more careful at its
points of sale.
Mondelēz increases emerging market investments by USD100 million
Mondelēz International plans to increase investments by USD100 million in 2013 in emerging markets
such as India. The investment would increase to USD200 million in 2014 and up to USD300 million in
2015 and thereafter. Mondelēz International's has identified opportunities to expand margins while
funding investments in emerging markets to drive long-term growth. The investments broadly include
boosting marketing and trade support behind power brands and global innovation platforms, in addition
to entering new markets with new categories.
Since inception, Cadbury India has adopted a power brand growth strategy. The company has been
focused on product innovation for the Indian audience, aggressive distribution, effective marketing and
reasonable pricing. Through this, the company has been able to capture the largest share in India’s
chocolate market. The parent company has earmarked huge investments for expanding Indian
operations in the near term.
3.5.2

Nestlé

Established in 1866, Nestlé is one of the world's leading nutrition, health and wellness company. The
company currently operates in more than 86 countries with manufacturing presence in over 450
locations across these countries. In 2012, Nestlé’s total sales amounted to USD95.0 billion, with
America’s accounting for 41.1 per cent of the company’s total revenues followed by Europe (26.5 per
cent), the Asia-Pacific region (24.6 per cent) and the rest of the world (7.8 per cent). Nestlé has more
than 8,000 brands across various food and beverages categories including: baby foods, bottled water,
cereals, chocolates & confectionary, coffee, frozen & culinary foods, dairy, drinks, ice cream, pet care,
healthcare & sports nutrition, soups and sauces. As of 2012, powdered & liquid beverages accounted for
more than 21 per cent of the group’s revenue, followed by milk products & ice cream, culinary & frozen
foods, nutrition & healthcare products, confectionary and water.
Nestlé in emerging markets
Nestlé’s products are marketed and consumed in more than 86 countries across the globe. However, as
compared to the developed economies, emerging economies remain the major growth engine for the
company. The company’s performance in emerging economies such as India, China, Russia, the
Philippines, South Africa, Indonesia, Latin America and the MENA region has accelerated over the last
decade due to improved economic prosperity, trade agreements and higher disposable income.
Traditionally, developed economies remained the major driver of the company’s revenue. However,
during the last decade, emerging economies surfaced as the fastest growing geographical segment in
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terms of total revenue. In 2012, emerging economies accounted for more than 43 per cent of group
sales, achieving 11 per cent y-o-y growth vis-à-vis just over 9 per cent growth in developed economies.
Nestlé’s strategy for emerging markets
Nestlé’s strategy for emerging economies rests on two major factors, i.e., availability and affordability. In
terms of availability, the company focuses on organised as well as unorganised retail channels in
emerging markets to increase the availability quotient of their products. This is in sharp contrast to the
company’s strategy in developed economies, where its products are primarily available through
organised retail channels. In addition, the company follows a varied approach in terms of affordability
quotient. Nestlé designs and develops products with a rich blend of quality and nutritional value
specifically for emerging markets, to ensure that these products are affordable.
Nestlé’s association with India
Nestlé’s association with India dates back to 1912, when it started its Indian operation as The Nestlé
Anglo-Swiss Condensed Milk Company (Export) Limited. Initially, the company was primarily engaged in
importing and marketing finished products in the Indian market. Post-Independence, in 1961, Nestlé
established its first factory in India. Nestlé’s venture into India contributed largely towards increasing
confidence of the Indian dairy farming industry, besides creation of prosperity in the region. With its
Indian partnership of more than nine decades, Nestlé was able to build a special relationship of trust,
quality and commitment with the Indian customer, thereby emerging as one of the most successful
foreign companies in the region. After more than 100 years of its association with India, Nestlé currently
has presence across the country with eight manufacturing facilities and four branch offices for the sales
and marketing of its products. The production facilities are located in: Moga (Punjab), Choladi (Tamil
Nadu), Nanjangud (Karnataka), Samalkha (Haryana), Ponda and Bicholim (Goa), Pantnagar (Uttarakhand)
and Tahliwal (Himachal Pradesh).
Nestlé’s revenue from its Indian operations stood at USD1.4 billion in 2011, accounting for a little over 1.5
per cent of the group’s total share.
Nestlé’s strategy in India
During the last few years, Nestlé’s strategy in India was more inclined towards achieving profitable
growth vis-à-vis its earlier strategy of achieving volume-led sales growth. In line with its long-term
strategy, the company increased the prices of its products across categories, besides discontinuing the
production and sales of products not meeting its internal criterion for profitability.
In addition, the company is investing significantly on R&D activities in India to develop food solutions
placing that greater emphasis on taste, besides working towards developing ‘affordable nutrition, health
and wellness’ products. Thus, in line with its long-term strategy, the company announced the
establishment of its first R&D facility in Haryana, India, in 2010. Nestlé invested nearly USD51.5 million
in building the facility in Manesar, Haryana. Through this facility, situated near Nestlé’s headquarters in
Gurgaon, the company expects to develop expertise in using local ingredients and culinary traditions,
which would eventually lead to newer product ideas.
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The company also invested billions of Rupees during the last few years towards increasing its production
capacity in India, besides modernising and expanding existing ones. The new production facilities include
a new manufacturing site in Nanjangud in Karnataka (established with an investment of more than
USD74.2 million) and Tahliwal in Himachal Pradesh (established with an investment of more than
USD41.2 million). Modernisation of the company’s existing facility includes investment of over USD124.6
million in a factory extension at Nestlé’s existing site in Ponda, Goa. Together, these facilities are
expected to play a major role in strengthening Nestlé’s position in India’s food and beverages market.
Nestlé has successfully shifted its strategy on improving the bottom line from volume and top-line
growth earlier. The company has been constantly investing to establish new and expand existing
production facilities in India. Launching unique products targeting the Indian consumer base is
considered to be a key catalyst for the company.
3.5.3

Danone

Founded in 1919, Danone is a multinational food company engaged in the production of fresh milk
products, cereal-based products, biscuits, baby foods, and medical nutrition products. The company,
along with its operating partner, co-produces bottled water. Danone is the world leader in fresh dairy
products and ranked second globally in baby foods and products. The company generated over USD27.3
billion in revenues in 2012, with the fresh dairy segment accounting for 56 per cent of total revenue. Baby
nutrition remained the second-largest segment, accounting for 20 per cent of total revenue.
Danone operates over 200 plants in more than 120 countries. In 2012, Europe accounted for more than
51 per cent of total revenue, followed by Asia and other regions. Traditionally, Europe has been the
largest contributor to the company’s revenue. However, due to its increasing presence in emerging
markets, the company has witnessed a significant increase in revenues from emerging economies. In
2012, emerging economies (including Noram and CIS) accounted for 60 per cent of total revenue, up
from 41 per cent in 2007.
Danone’s global growth strategy
Besides adding new products to its portfolio and repositioning its brand image, the company is
inorganically expanding its global footprint. Over the last few decades, Danone has witnessed rapid
expansion worldwide, particularly in emerging markets. With an aggressive strategy of growing through
acquisitions and joint ventures, Danone has successfully established its foothold in high-growth markets
such as India and China.
Danone’s India presence
Danone entered India’s food and beverages (F&B) industry in 1995 through a joint venture (JV)
agreement with the Wadia Group. Through this JV, Danone was able to establish a brand name for itself
in the market. However, following the termination of the JV in 2007, the company set up independent
operations in the country.
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Since its entry in India’s F&B market, Danone has come a long way. Through a combination of JVs and
acquisitions, it has significantly increased its exposure in the market. It operates in the following
segments in India:


In the nutrition segment, it operates through its wholly owned subsidiary Nutricia International. It
accounts for about 8 per cent of the USD450 million baby foods market.



In 2010, it entered into a JV agreement with Narang Beverages, which is primarily engaged in the
distribution of Evian (packaged drinking water). The company recently launched a water-based
“restorative” drink that it sells and markets in China and Indonesia.



Danone launched its probiotic drink Yakult in 2007 in India. This is under the JV agreement between
Danone and Japan’s Yakult Honsha. Sales of Yakult have increased by more than 60 per cent since
its introduction in India.

Danone’s India strategy
India’s organised dairy market is dominated by Amul and other state-operated cooperatives. In order to
compete with the existing players in the sector, innovation is the way forward for Danone. In its quest for
gaining market share from competitors, Danone has time and again launched innovative products in
India, keeping in mind the requirement of its Indian customers. Its Haryana R&D facility in the country
works in close coordination with its R&D facility in China and France to develop innovative products
suited for the Indian market. Danone recently launched a new product especially for the Indian market –
flavoured lassi. The new product is technically an extension of its yoghurt drink. The company has also
launched a new out-of-the-fridge product – Danette smoothie. It is a chocolate product sold in 200 ml
Tetra Pak, primarily targeted at Indian teenagers.
In order to scale up its operations and compete with larger players in the sector, Danone has outsourced
the production of its dairy products in many states such as Maharashtra. However, it continues to
manufacture products on its own at the Haryana facility. The company operates in Bengaluru, Delhi,
Mumbai, Hyderabad, and Pune. Over the next decade, Danone is looking toward increasing its presence
in India with new production centres alongside a robust supply chain.
Danone has adopted the inorganic way to establish presence in India’s food & beverage segment.
Innovation suiting the Indian audience is the keystone of its strategy in India. The company plans to
expand its manufacturing and distribution network to better cater to Indian consumers.
Several European and US players operate in the Indian food & beverage segment. The ability of all these
companies to adapt and modify offerings as per India’s requirements contributed greatly to their
success. Moreover, these companies have invested significantly in R&D, marketing, and setting up
distribution networks in the country. While Western companies are well positioned in the Indian market,
Asia-Pacific and Middle Eastern players are yet to gain traction.
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3.6 Retail
The following factors encourage investment in India by retailers:


FDI of up to 100 per cent in single-brand retail with prior government approval is permitted in the
country. FDI of up to 51 per cent is permitted in multi-brand retail with prior government approval in
certain states and union territories.



Any entity with a valid agreement to sell the brand in India can apply for a licence. The brand does
not need to be owned by the investing company.



In case of single-brand retail, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) eliminated the
mandatory 30 per cent sourcing requirement from small and medium enterprises (SMEs).

3.6.1

Marks & Spencer

Marks & Spencer (M&S), founded in 1884, is a major retailer of apparel and luxury food in the UK. The
company currently has over 1,000 retail stores in more than 45 countries. For the year ended March
2012, its turnover grew 2 per cent y-o-y to USD14.9 billion. M&S is renowned for its emphasis on quality
and as a solidly British brand. It has also been recognised for its sustainability and green initiatives. The
company’s Plan A initiative has been amongst the most successful sustainability initiatives amongst
global retailers.
Unsuccessful franchise format
M&S entered India in 2000 through the franchising route – Planet Retail ran the franchisee in India until
2007. During this period, M&S could not successfully capture a share of the retail apparel market. The
company’s major challenge was that its merchandise was perceived as costlier than that of comparable
foreign brands. Since M&S allowed Planet Retail to open smaller size stores compared to its global
standard of 20,000 square feet, customers who were accustomed to its international stores felt it was
short changing customers in India. Furthermore, the company was dealing with high import tariffs and
landed costs as all merchandise were being imported and parked at retail stores.
Major operational changes in 2007
M&S has been operating as a 51:49 JV with Reliance Retail since 2007 under the name M&S Reliance.
The company made major changes to its operations during 2007. Internationally, the store chain targets
the middle-market segment. However, in India, its merchandise were costly for the upper middle-class.
M&S’ designs were limited and not customised to Indian needs. In 2007, the company cut prices by 35
per cent to position itself as a mid-market retailer. It also introduced more lines of merchandise.
Furthermore, M&S substantially increased its local procurement. The company now sources around 61
per cent of products from South Asia.
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FDI in multi-brand retail allows promotion of sub-brands
With FDI allowed in multi-brand retail, M&S is currently trying to differentiate its sub-brands. Earlier, the
company had to sell all its merchandise under the M&S brand, given the FDI policy. Internationally, M&S
has distinct sub-brands with separate marketing strategies for each. The company is now rolling out a
similar format in India. Sub-brands allow M&S to attract and cater to specific segments of the market.
For example, its eight sub-brands cater to different needs and customers such as office-wear, men,
women and usage occasions. Currently, the company is in the midst of a USD900 million store revamp
globally to clearly segment its eight sub-brands. In India, the company opened six stores in the new
format in FY13 and had plans to launch five more during the first half of 20135. M&S’ losses in India
declined to USD1.8 million in FY11 from USD3.7 million in FY10. Strong same-store sales and continued
traction due to operational changes are expected to help the company turn around its business in the
country.
M&S’ success in India can be ascribed to its strategy of customisation and localisation to suit the unique
Indian audience. The company has stepped up expansion plans in the country, owing to its recent
improved performance and its 2015 global strategy, which identifies India as one of the company’s key
markets.
3.6.2

Lacoste

Founded in 1933, France-based Lacoste is an apparel company that sells high-end clothing, footwear
and accessories and most famous polo shirts. The company operates a large number of Lacoste
boutiques worldwide as independent stores as well as in partnership with leading departmental stores.
Focussed on emerging markets, especially India
Lacoste entered the apparel retail industry in India in partnership with Sports & Leisure Apparel in 1993.
Over the years, the company has successfully positioned itself as an affordable luxury international
apparel brand. It has established strong presence in India – currently has 38 points-of-sale (POS) of
which 24 are exclusive boutiques and the others are split into outlets and multi brand outlets.
Lacoste initially started operations in India with a smaller product portfolio (included just Polo shirts, Tshirts and shirts). Polo T-shirts were an instant hit in the market in India; until date, they account for
more than 30 per cent of the company’s total revenue from operations in the country. To strengthen its
position, Lacoste gradually expanded its product portfolio besides opening new stores in major cities in
India. The company currently sells products across categories including apparel, fragrances, eyewear,
footwear and accessories. It presently operates more than 38 standalone stores in the country, with
major focus on Tier I cities. In FY12, Lacoste reported sales growth of more than 30 per cent from
operations in India. Notably, the company expects to grow by another 35 per cent in FY13. In addition to
the advantage of being an early entrant into India’s apparel sector, success over the last three decades
has prompted the company to increase its focus on India.

5
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Reposition Lacoste brand in India
Leveraging on its headstart in India, Lacoste has repositioned its brand over the last couple of years.
During 2008–11, the company focused on revamping its brand image from a global lifestyle brand to a
local scale. The new range of products launched by Lacoste also focuses on increasing its portfolio of
women’s wear. This is a major step towards diversifying into being a whole-some lifestyle brand against
men-focused premium earlier. Furthermore, the company has launched the youth-oriented Lacoste
Live brand, primarily focused on Generation-X in India.
Lacoste opens its first ever single-category store in India – Polo Lounge
Though Lacoste has expanded its product portfolio, the company has not deviated entirely from its roots,
i.e., Polo T-shirts. Polo T-shirts continue to be the major revenue earner for Lacoste in India. To solidify
its position in the base segment, in October 2012, the company launched a Polo Lounge in Mumbai, India,
that showcases polo t-shirts in 50 different styles and colours. Lacoste India aims at achieving a 120 per
cent annual growth in its sales volume by FY146. The company plans to double the number of stores in
India over the next two years – ~76 boutiques in India by 2014. Majority of this expansion would be in
smaller and Tier II cities such as Pune, Jalandhar, Chandigarh and Hyderabad.
Beginning as a classic Polo wear brand for men and expanding its portfolio over the period, Lacoste has
shifted its focus to women’s wear. The company continues to emphasise its Polo brand and has
developed expansion plans to double retail outlets by 2014.
3.6.3

LVMH

LVMH is a multinational luxury goods conglomerate that was established in 1987 after the merger
between Louis Vuitton and Moët Hennessy. The company possesses a portfolio of more than 60
prestigious brands, which can be classified into the following broad categories:


Wines and spirits



Fashion and leather goods



Perfumes and cosmetics



Watches and jewelleries



Selective retailing

With close to 3,000 stores, LVMH currently operates in over 60 countries across the globe.

6
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First luxury retail chain to enter India
Established during 1998–99 in India, LVMH was the first luxury group to start operations in India after
liberalisation. The high-end luxury house currently has 30 stores across the country, focussing primarily
on Mumbai and New Delhi. Among all major luxury retail brands currently operating in India, LVMH is
one of the few that have remained profitable over the years. This is primarily due to its early entry into
the Indian subcontinent along with operational efficiency.
LVMH to expand presence in India
After experiencing tremendous success in the initial years of operations in India, LVMH is looking to
rapidly expand its presence in the country. The company plans to triple the number of stores in India
over the next five years, expanding primarily in Tier 1 cities such as Kolkata, the National Capital Region
(NCR) region and Mumbai. LVMH is also seeking to setup duty-free shops in Mumbai and Delhi airports
in partnership with its Singapore-based subsidiary DFS Venture Singapore. In addition, the company’s
investment arm L Capital is also looking for multiple acquisitions in the branded apparel market in India
to solidify its position.
3.6.4

TAG Heuer

Established in 1860, TAG Heuer manufactures and markets luxury watches, fashion accessories and
chronographs for men and women. The company also markets its branded eyewear and mobile phones,
which is manufactured under a licensing agreement by third parties. TAG Heuer is engaged in the
selling and distribution of its products through boutiques and e-retailers, besides selling it through
standalone stores in various international locations.
The TAG group sold the iconic TAG Heuer brand in 1999 to the French luxury group LVMH Moet
Hennessy Louis Vuitton. TAG Heuer currently operates as a wholly owned subsidiary of LVMH Moet
Hennessy Louis Vuitton.
TAG Heuer’s association with India
In 2002, LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton launched LVMH Watch and Jewellery India , which is
primarily responsible for selling and distributing TAG Heuer watches in India. The company sells its
products in India through eight boutiques and 87 multi-brand premium outlets. TAG Heuer generates
more than 25 per cent of its revenues from sales through the Exclusive Brand Outlets (EBOs). Since
2002, the company has invested significantly in brand building through advertisements and promotional
events. As part of its branding initiatives, the company signed leading Bollywood actor Shahrukh Khan as
its brand ambassador in 2003; it has also signed Formula One driver Karun Chandok. Over the last
couple of years, TAG Heuer has grown annually by a little over 20 per cent in India.
TAG Heuer’s India expansion strategy
Indian Swiss watch market is currently valued at a little over USD200 million. TAG Heuer currently
accounts for close to 15 per cent of this market. Over the next five years, the company expects to become
the leading Swiss watch brand in India with more than 20 per cent market share. As per this initiative,
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TAG Heuer would continue investing in brand building, marketing and retailing activities in India. Besides
being present in Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Chennai, the company is also looking forward towards
expanding in other Tier-I and Tier-II cities in partnership with multi-brand outlets. In addition, with the
recent laws in China prohibiting advertisements of luxury watches and related accessories, TAG Heuer
has further upped its ante into the Indian subcontinent. Given the vast potential of Indian market, the
company expects India to be amongst the top 10 destinations for its products.
3.6.5

Adidas

Established in 1948, Adidas is the world’s second largest sporting goods company. The company is
engaged in designing and manufacturing sports clothing as well as accessories and it also
manufactures other products such as shirts, eyewear, bags, watches and various other related products.
For over eight decades, Adidas has constantly been delivering state-of-the-art sports footwear, apparel
and accessories. With a broad portfolio of products and a robust supply chain, Adidas products are
available in nearly every country of the world. Headquartered in Germany, the Adidas group consists of
the Reebok sportswear company, TaylorMade-Adidas Golf Company and Football Club Bayern Munich.
Adidas’s business strategy
Adidas’s long-term strategy revolves around the following key areas:


Diversifying its brand portfolio



Investing in the highest potential markets and channels



Product innovations

As part of its strategic business plan for 2015, the company targets expanding at a CAGR of 15 per cent
during 2010–15 and expects to reach an operating margin of 11 per cent sustainably by 2015 at the latest.
Entered India as part of its global expansion strategy
In order to take direct control of the Asian markets, Adidas entered the Indian market in 1989 through a
partnership with the Bata shoe company. After the agreement ended in 1994, Adidas entered into a joint
venture agreement with Magnum Trading in 1996 to restart its India operations. Incorporated with an
initial investment of USD2.5 million, the Adidas group accounted for about 80 per cent equity stake in the
venture.
Adidas accounts for approximately 30 per cent of the premium footwear market in India. It operates in
India through independent stores as well as in partnership with leading departmental stores. Currently,
it operates more than 650 retail outlets in India, sourcing its products from more than 16 factories
across the country. Though Adidas was not highly successful in its initial years of operations in India, the
company has able to establish a strong foothold in the Indian market over the years. With its acquisition
of Rebook, the company made further inroads into the Indian footwear market.
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Future plans – India
Alongside other emerging markets such as China, Russia and Latin America, India has been identified
as the key growth market for the Adidas group. As part of its expansion strategy in India, the company is
focussed on growing both the Reebok and the Adidas brand. By 2014, the company expects to open more
than 100 ‘fit-hub’ Reebok stores, besides adding 50 new outlets under the Adidas brand. The company is
looking to further strengthen its manufacturing operations in India and translate it into a major hub for
its South Asian operations. To further strengthen its position in India, the company signed two Bollywood
actors to endorse its brand, besides continuing its associations with the leading names in Indian cricket.
In addition, the company is also exploring options of transferring its technological know-how for
manufacturing high-end footwear to its JV partner in India.
3.6.6

Puma

Established in 1948, Puma is one of the world’s leading sport lifestyle companies engaged in designing
and manufacturing footwear, apparel and accessories. The group owns brands such as PUMA, Cobra
Golf and Tretorn. Puma’s products have a unique mix of sports and lifestyle elements and this remains
the company’s major competitive advantage.
Puma’s corporate and brand strategy
As a sports lifestyle brand, Puma is currently active in those categories/business fields that suit its
unique brand positions, besides contributing towards a permanent increase in its brand value. Thus,
Puma is highly selective when it comes to expanding beyond its existing product categories, regional
expansion and expansion in association with non-Puma brands.
To strengthen its brand positioning, the company has continuously participated in unique events and
marketing campaigns such as PUMA City in Boston during the Volvo Ocean Race North American
stopover, or Usain Bolt’s ‘Who Faster?’ campaign in Berlin during the World Championships. Recently,
Puma announced a partnership with Centauro, the largest sporting goods retail chain in Latin America,
to allow sublicensing of the branding rights to four of its partnered African federations: Ivory Coast,
Ghana, Cameroon and Senegal.
Puma’s marketing campaigns and product expansions are aimed at mixing the influences of sports
along with the joy of lifestyle to contribute towards a better world. Currently, Puma distributes its
product in more than 120 countries across the globe in the following product categories: footwear,
apparel and accessories. In 2012, Puma’s consolidated revenue were USD4.3 billion, with the footwear
segment accounting for more than 48 per cent of the total revenue.
Late entrant in India, slowly catching up with competitors
Puma re-entered the Indian footwear market in 2002 after partnering with Planet Sports, a leading
lifestyle and leisure chain. Planet Sports is the sole licensee and distributor of Puma footwear, apparel
and accessories in India. In 2012, Puma generated more than USD92.3 million revenue from its Indian
operations, accounting for about 2.2 per cent of its total revenues.
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Currently, Puma operates more than 270 exclusive stores and is also available in more than 900 large
format and department stores across the country. The brand is currently sold in large format stores
such as ShoppersStop, Lifestyle, Westside, Globus and Ritu Wears.
Marketing campaigns and sponsorship
In line with its global marketing and branding strategy, Puma has partnered with major sports events in
India. In 2011, Puma was associated with the prestigious Indian GP as an official merchandise partner. In
addition, the company sponsors apparel and gear for two teams of the Indian Premier League (IPL) – the
Rajasthan Royals and the Sunrisers Hyderabad. Though the company has not signed an individual sports
personality in the country, it is currently looking for sportspersons that can be a true reflection of the
Puma brand.
Growth plans in India
To expand its Indian footprint, Puma is looking to add more than 100 exclusive stores during the next
couple of years, alongside partnering with several large format stores. Besides expanding regionally, the
company is also looking to boost its product portfolio in India. In 2011, the company entered into an
exclusive manufacturing agreement with Procter & Gamble (P&G) for the launch of its exclusive range
of perfumes in the domestic market. Together with its regional and product expansion, the company
expects a little over 30 per cent year-on-year growth in its Indian operations.
3.6.7

Carrefour

Founded in 1958, Carrefour is the world’s second-largest hypermarket chain both in terms of revenues
and profitability. Carrefour is a subsidiary of France-based multinational retailer Carrefour SA.
Carrefour operates through numerous wholly owned and partially owned subsidiaries primarily in
Europe, Brazil, Argentina, UAE, Qatar, KSA, China, and Dominican Republic.
Besides operating large hypermarket chains, Carrefour has a network of discount stores, convenience
stores, and cash and carry outlets.
Operates in India as a wholesale cash and carry outlet
In India, Carrefour operates as a cash and carry outlet, primarily catering to businesses such as local
retailers, restaurants, institutions, and business professionals. Carrefour’s India operations is in line
with its long-term business strategy of establishing a strong foothold in emerging markets, which offer
both medium- and long-term growth opportunities.
After 1997, when the Indian government permitted FDI in wholesale trading, Carrefour established its
procurement office in the country, primarily exporting clothing and food products. By 2007, the company
created two subsidiaries for establishing both cash and carry stores as well as franchise shops in India.
After its association with India for more than a decade and carefully studying the Indian market, the
company established its first cash and carry outlet in India in December 2010. The Indian government
allows 100 per cent FDI in cash and carry outlets.
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With its initial establishment in India, Carrefour has been able to understand the needs of the Indian
retail sector and has a strong base for its business expansion in the country. Carrefour operates four
cash and carry outlets in India – one each in Delhi, Agra, Jaipur, and Meerut.
Carrefour India’s revenues from wholesale business grew to more than USD35 million in 2011 from a
little over USD0.6 million in 2010.
Carrefour’s India future plans
With the new FDI policy allowing up to 51 per cent FDI in multi-brand retail, Carrefour is looking to
expand its presence in India’s retail sector by forming a JV agreement with an Indian partner for its retail
operations. The company is also planning to set up an e-commerce site, which would help it reach a
large number of retailers across the country.
The retail sector, considered to be one of the largest sectors in India, is mainly dominated by FMCG
players. Although several European and US companies are present in the FMCG sector, luxury retail is
majorly dominated by European players. European companies have adopted the joint venture or
franchise approach to make inroads in the luxury retail space in India. These companies’ abilities to
adapt and modify their offerings as per Indian customers’ requirements contributed greatly to their
success. Furthermore, the easing of government norms to allow 100 per cent FDI in single-brand retail
and 51 per cent FDI in multi-brand retail has encouraged numerous foreign retailers to enter Indian
markets. Some large players analysing entry into India include US-based Wal-Mart and Lowe, Europebased Tesco and Kingfisher Group and Asia-based Woolworth, among others. Although companies from
the West are well positioned in the Indian market, those from the Asia-Pacific and Middle Eastern
regions have yet to establish a foothold in the country.

3.7 Infrastructure
Following are the factors that have encouraged foreign infrastructure companies to invest in India:


The Government targeted a spending of USD500 billion on infrastructure in the 11 th Five-Year Plan
(FY08–12); the amount has doubled to USD1 trillion in the 12th Plan (FY13–17)



Government of India has set up the India Infrastructure Finance Company (IIFCL) to provide longterm funding for infrastructure projects



Interest payments on borrowings for infrastructure are now subject to a lower withholding tax of 5
per cent vis-à-vis 20 per cent earlier



100 per cent tax exemption in road projects for five years and 30 per cent relief for the next five years



Granted a capital of up to 40 per cent of the total project cost to enhance viability



In September 2012, the government approved 49 per cent FDI in aviation for foreign carriers
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3.7.1

Alstom

Alstom is a world leader in transport infrastructure and energy solutions, with operations in more than
100 countries. Established in 1928, the company operates through the following three segments:


Power Generation: It is a leading global player in integrated power plants with solutions for all
energy sources.



Rail Transport: It is engaged in the supply, maintenance and construction of rail systems.



Transmission: It is a leading provider of smart electrical grid systems.

Over the last few decades, Alstom has gradually increased its focus beyond traditional markets to the
BRICS nations, primarily India. Since 2006, the company has derived more than 10 per cent of its total
orders from India. Given increasing importance of India in Alstom’s global strategy, the company has
increased its focus on the Indian subcontinent.
Associated with India for more than 100 years
For over a century, Alstom has developed a long-standing reputation of providing innovative and
sustainable solutions for meeting India’s transportation and energy requirements. It currently works
with a large number of strategic partners in the country, providing solutions for power, transport and
grid sectors.
With increasing orders from the Indian subcontinent, Alstom is looking to expand operations in India.
With an eye on expected infrastructure development in the country, the company has recently launched
signalling and train centric solutions aimed at strengthening its position in India. Given its continuous
commitment to strengthening operations in the country and innovative solutions, Alstom is a strong
contender for Delhi Metro Rail Corporation’s Phase III rolling stock, and signalling systems and building
e-locomotives for Indian Railways.
Strategic partnerships with strong local players


Alstom and Bharat Forge Ltd joint venture, 2009



Alstom-BHEL tie-up, 2005



Infosys R&D Centre, 2005



NTPC Alstom Power Service Limited (NASL), 1999

3.7.2

Areva

Established in 2001, Areva is an industrial conglomerate that has interests in energy projects. Ranked
number one in the global nuclear power industry, Areva has its commercial operations in more than 100
countries across the globe, alongside manufacturing facilities in close to 43 countries. Areva offers a
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range of innovative technological solutions for producing energy with no greenhouse gas emissions.
With its current product and service offerings, Areva aims at delivering cleaner, safer and cheaper
energy to a large number of people across the globe.
Areva’s long-term strategy
Areva’s long-term strategy revolves around the following key areas:
 Increasing and strengthening its international presence
 Developing its range of renewable energy solutions, besides maintaining a solid financial structure
 Spearheading the resurgence of nuclear energy
India – Areva’s long-term strategy partner
Due to its sheer size, installed electricity generation capacity and strongly formulated energy policies,
India has become a key market for energy companies across the globe. India’s commitment towards
promoting renewable sources of electricity generation is appropriate for Areva. Recently in 2010, Areva
signed an agreement with NPCIL (a state-owned electricity company) to construct two EPR reactors at
Jaitapur, Maharashtra. The company is also developing two 125MW solar power plants in Rajasthan.
Besides establishing its business presence in India, Areva ensures maximum localisation of its plants as
well as regular training of its technical team alongside knowledge sharing with its Indian partners.
These factors have largely contributed to Areva’s success in India.
Nuclear activities in India
Post the intergovernmental cooperation agreement signed between India and France in September
2008, Areva established its new subsidiary Areva India Pvt Ltd in India. The major nuclear business
activities of Areva in India during the last four years are as follows:


Areva was chosen as India’s first foreign uranium supplier in December 2008. The contract covered
the supply of 300 tonnes of natural uranium.



In February 2009, Areva signed an MOU with NPCIL to build up to six EPR reactors in Jaitapur,
besides providing lifetime fuel supply for these units.

Besides this, the company also signed a MOU with Bharat Forge in 2009 to set up new forging facilities
in India.
During the next two decades, Areva expects India to remain a strategic market owing to the massive
investments being planned by the Indian government in the power generation sector.
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3.7.3

ABB

ABB is a global leader in power and automation technologies. Headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, the
company employs 145,000 people and operates in around 100 countries. The company was established
in 1988 through the merger of ASEA (1883) of Sweden and Brown, Boveri & Cie (1891) of Switzerland.
ABB is organised into five global divisions: power products, power systems, discrete automation and
motion, low-voltage products, and process automation. The company’s diversified portfolio includes
automation, controls and instrumentation for power generation and industrial processes, power
transmission, distribution solutions, low-voltage products, robots, and robot systems. The company is
the largest supplier of industrial motors and drives, the largest provider of generators to the wind
industry, and the largest supplier of power grids worldwide.
ABB’s history in India dates back to 1928 when ASEA was set up as an agency. Incorporated in 1949 as
the Hindustan Electric Company Limited, the company later became Hindustan Brown Boveri Limited
(HBB) in 1965. HBB merged with Asea Limited in 1989 to become Asea Brown Boveri Limited, which was
renamed ABB Limited in 2003. ABB has a strong presence in India with 12 manufacturing units, 23
marketing offices, eight service centres, four training centres, three logistic warehouses, and two
automation engineering centres across the country. The company’s global R&D centre at Bengaluru is
its largest such centre globally. With around 3,000 products manufactured annually across its facilities
in India, ABB is a market leader in motors, transformers, drives, circuit breakers, and wiring accessories.
Figure 16
ABB’s presence in India
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ABB India’s Bengaluru R&D facility is the largest in ABB’s global R&D network
The Bengaluru R&D centre houses more than 1,000 engineers and is the biggest such centre in ABB’s
global R&D network. With India being a key focus area for ABB, the company has continuously made
efforts to expand facilities at its Bengaluru centre. Over the last decade, the centre has received approval
for 29 invention disclosures and has successfully executed several projects, with many increasingly
complex projects in the pipeline. The centre is also making efforts to partner with leading universities
and has received cooperation from IISC Bangalore and IIIT Bangalore.
ABB India has the fifth-largest share in ABB’s group revenues
With revenues standing at USD1.5 billion, ABB India accounts for about 4 per cent of group revenues and
is the fifth-largest contributor to group business volumes. ABB India’s revenues have been consistently
growing over the last few years, reflecting the stability of its India operations. The company has received
significant orders in various areas such as smart grids, cyber security, renewable energy, and its order
book stood at USD913.4 million in 2012.
ABB’s India operations cater to international demand
With the company’s overall export from India accounting for around 15 per cent of total revenues, India is
shaping up as an export hub for ABB. There is huge demand in the international market for the
company’s products.
In the power products segment, there is huge demand for products such as HV disconnectors and HV
circuit breakers, with the company receiving large orders from countries such as Angola, Gabon,
Kazakhstan, and Namibia. The power products segment would get a further boost in export revenues, as
many of its products are undergoing pre-qualification process in the Middle East. The low-voltage
segment accounts for a major share of ABB India’s export revenues, with majority of the orders coming
from France, Brazil, and Singapore. Similarly, the sub-station business segment has strong markets in
Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Africa, while the process automation segment has strong markets in
Bangladesh, Middle East, and South Asia.
“In country, for country” strategy to be adopted in India
ABB’s success in India is mainly driven by its “act local” strategy. In 2013, ABB plans to focus on
enhancing local designing and engineering capabilities as well as promoting localisation and local
sourcing. The strategy is in line with its “in country, for country” global initiative. In line with this, the
company is setting up a new manufacturing unit for power products in Gujarat; this unit would support
local production and expansion of the company’s product portfolio in India. It would also lead to
localisation of gas-insulated switchgear and dry-type transformers. The facility would be operational by
end-2013.
Inorganic growth for expanding presence in India and abroad
With India being a very crucial part of ABB's global strategy, the company has been looking for inorganic
growth opportunities in the country. ABB acquired Bengaluru-based Metsys Engineering and
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Consultancy for USD1.7 million in September 2010; this has enabled the company to strengthen its
metals business. In the same year, ABB increased its stake in its Indian subsidiary ABB Limited from
52.1 per cent to 75 per cent through a voluntary open offer of 23 per cent in order to have a better
management control. In 2011, ABB bought a 100 per cent stake in Pune-based Baldor Electric India
Private Limited for USD7.1 million and acquired Baldor's USA parent Baldor Electric Company USA for
USD4.2 billion in cash.
ABB to continue its expansion in India
With a strong business outlook for 2013, a good pipeline of projects, and a strong order book, ABB has
seen a lot of success in India and is looking at its next stage of growth. The company plans to invest
USD100 million annually to further strengthen its domestic as well as export business. ABB would invest
in local R&D and indigenisation of products as well as emphasise on operational efficiency – smart grids,
energy efficiency, and renewable energy are some of its key initiatives.
3.7.4

European Aeronautic Defense and Space (EADS) NV

European Aeronautic Defense and Space (EADS) NV is a global leader in aerospace, defence, and
related services. The company was formed in July 2000 through the merger of France’s Aerospatiale
Matra, Germany’s DASA (excluding the MTU engine business), and Spain’s CASA. Among the company’s
subsidiaries, Airbus is a leading global manufacturer of commercial as well as military aircraft. Astrium
is the third-largest player in space programmes; it offers civil and military space systems and services.
Cassidian provides state-of-the-art solutions for armed forces and civil security globally. Eurocopter is a
major helicopter manufacturer in the civil and military sector. In fact, Eurocopter’s products account for
one-third of global helicopter fleet.
EADS employs about 133,000 people across approximately 170 sites. The company has a strong
presence in France, Germany, the UK, and Spain and is increasing its international footprint. It exports
about 75 per cent of its products and generates half of its revenues outside of Europe. The company
boasts a network of more than 30 representative offices.
EADS has developed a global strategy called Vision 2020, which points out the expected growth trends
over the coming decade. By 2020, EADS aims to balance revenues between the commercial sector and
other activities equally, increase the service shares of revenues from about 12 per cent in 2010 to about
25 per cent, and grow its international footprint by increasing sourcing outside of Europe to 40 per cent.
In addition to the European and the US markets, EADS aims to rapidly expand operations to emerging
countries in order to cater to the growing business in such markets.
EADS’ activities in India
India is a strategic country for EADS due to the large domestic market for commercial aviation, defence,
and security and space and the numerous sourcing and partnerships opportunities offered by the local
industry. As a result, almost all of the company’s subsidiaries have a presence in India.
Airbus made its first aircraft (an A300B2) delivery to Air India in 1976. The partnership has since grown,
with around 70 per cent of all commercial aircraft orders originating from the country fulfilled by EADS.
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Airbus has set up an engineering centre in Bengaluru, India, employing over 350 people. The Airbus
Engineering Centre India is engaged in developing capabilities in the areas of modelling and simulation,
and applications on Airbus products. It works closely with Airbus’ other engineering offices and with the
Indian aviation industry. In February 2011, Airbus Training India inaugurated a flight training centre near
the Bengaluru International Airport. The training centre is equipped with state-of-the-art classrooms
and screening facilities and has the capacity to train up to 1,000 pilots and maintenance engineers
annually. Airbus also plans to establish a data centre and training facility in India.
In the space sector, Astrium is the principal foreign partner of the Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) and its commercial arm Antrix. Astrium and Antrix have been collaborating under a formal
cooperation agreement to address the commercial market for smaller communications satellites. This
arrangement has already produced two communications satellites jointly manufactured by the partners.
Furthermore, Astrium recently used the Indian PSLV rocket for the launch of its new-generation Spot 6
Earth observation satellite. Additionally, the Ariane vehicle, for which Astrium is industrial prime
contractor, has been regularly used for the launch of ISRO satellites over the last decade.
Eurocopter established a subsidiary in India in late 2010; it is headquartered in Delhi with offices in
Bengaluru and Mumbai. The subsidiary manages helicopter sales as well as support and services
through a network of maintenance centres across the country. Eurocopter is also developing sourcing
activities in India through an industrial partnership with Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). India has
more than 50 ATR aircraft (ideal to connect Tier II and Tier III cities) with five airlines. A large number of
these aircrafts are covered by contract services with ATR for repair, exchange, pooling, and on-site stock
of components. For similar services, the company set up an ATR Customer Services regional office in
Bengaluru in 2006.
Bengaluru-based Innovation Works India commenced operations in 2009. The unit has seven full-time
researchers whose primary research activities have been in the areas of aero-thermal processing, CADCAE link, optimisation, high-performance computing, distributed & cloud computing, and image
processing. In collaboration with the Cassidian Engineering Centre in Bengaluru, Innovation Works India
has been working on cognitive radars to provide better target detection through greater adaptability to
environmental changes. Moreover, the Airbus Executive Committee created the Airbus Innovation Cell in
early 2010 in Bengaluru with an aim to foster innovation.
Key factors driving companies from advanced economies, such as the US and Europe, into the Indian
engineering and infrastructure space are cost-competitive manpower, R&D as well as manufacturing
abilities and the huge investment opportunity offered by the country. Although these companies focus on
innovating high-technology products for clients across sectors, their peers in the Asia-Pacific and Middle
East regions have primarily catered to the demands of large-scale infrastructure projects in India.
Companies in the Middle East and Asia-Pacific regions are keen to recreate the success achieved in
their domestic markets in India.
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3.8 Oil & Gas
The following factors encourage companies in the oil and gas industry to invest in India:


100 per cent Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is allowed in upstream and private sector refining
projects.



The FDI limit for public sector refining projects has been raised to 49 per cent. Government has
enacted various policies such as the New Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP) and Coal Bed
Methane (CBM) policy to encourage investments across the industry’s value chain.



Profits earned from production of mineral oils are completely exempt from tax for seven successive
years from the year of commencement of production. However, companies availing the deduction
are required to pay MAT on 'book profits'.

3.8.1

BP Group PLC

Incorporated on 14 April 1909, BP PLC (BP) is an integrated oil and gas company. The company operates
in two business segments: Exploration and Production, and Refining and Marketing. The Exploration and
Production segment is responsible for its activities in oil and natural gas exploration, field development
and production; midstream transportation, storage and processing; and the marketing and trading of
natural gas, including liquefied natural gas, together with power and natural gas liquids. The Refining
and Marketing segment is responsible for the refining; manufacturing; marketing; transportation; and
supply and trading of crude oil, petroleum, petrochemicals products and related services to wholesale
and retail customers. This segment comprises three main businesses: fuels, lubricants and
petrochemicals.
In India, BP has invested more than USD8 billion and employs over 8,500 people in the oil, gas,
lubricants and petrochemicals businesses. This makes it the largest international energy company in
India.
Began India operations in 1989
BP started its India operations in 1989, after entering into a joint venture with Tata Power to form Tata
BP Solar. The groups jointly invested millions of Rupees in establishing manufacturing lines for solar
cells and modules in Bengaluru; this helped increase Tata BP Solar's turnover to USD1.8 billion in FY11
from merely USD3.2 million in FY92. Nonetheless, both the two companies have agreed for a technology
tie-up that would give Tata Power access to BP's solar know-how until 2013.
The company also operates Castrol India Limited, a public limited company with 70.92 per cent of the
equity held by Castrol Limited UK (part of BP Group). From a minor oil company with a share of about 6
per cent in 1991, Castrol India has grown to become the second largest lubricant company in India with a
market share of around 25 per cent. The company manufactures and markets a range of automotive
and industrial lubricants under two brands – Castrol and BP. Castrol India has leadership positions in
most of the segments in which it operates, including passenger car engine oils, 4-stroke oils and multigrade diesel engine oils. The company operates three manufacturing plants, including a state-of-the-art
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plant in Silvassa, Dadra and Nagar Haveli. Castrol India reaches its consumers through a distribution
network of over 270 distributors, servicing over 91,000 retail outlets.
Partnering with Reliance Industries
In one of the biggest foreign direct investments in India, BP agreed to buy a 30 per cent stake in 23 of
Reliance's oil and gas blocks, including KG-D6, for USD7.2 billion, in 2011. With the deal, BP attempts to
benefit from access to new hydrocarbon resources and markets. Gas from the project is expected to
help India reduce its dependence on imports, especially amid turmoil in the energy-rich Middle East and
North Africa, and the need to reduce a record current account deficit of which fuel imports account for
the largest chunk. In November 2011, Reliance and BP formed a 50:50 joint venture, called India Gas
Solutions Private Ltd, to source and market gas in India.
In February 2013, Reliance and BP announced plans to spend more than USD5 billion developing the
area off India’s east coast to restore waning output. The investment is expected to be made over the next
three to five years to exploit the 4 trillion cubic feet of discovered reserves. The companies also plan to
develop satellite projects that are awaiting government approval, and start further drilling wells to test a
possible hydrocarbon pool below the current producing field. The companies would accelerate the pace
of exploration and development as soon as they receive the approvals.
Increasing value through petrochemicals
In July 2012, BP signed two licensing agreements for its proprietary petrochemicals technology – one
licensing BP’s latest generation purified terephthalic acid (PTA) technology for use by JBF
Petrochemicals in a planned 1.25 million tonne per annum unit in Mangalore, India, and the other,
licensing paraxylene technology for use by Reliance Industries for the world’s largest aromatics complex
in Gujarat, India. BP stated that these are the first steps in implementing a technology licensing strategy,
which seeks to create a new long-term revenue stream in India.
BP’s trading activities in India
BP maintains a strong focus on the Indian oil market. Led by its London and Singapore-based trading
teams, the company trades crude oil, bulk chemicals and petroleum products with Indian counterparties
and helps customers manage their energy price risk exposures. BP aims to raise volumes, widen its
product reach and forge alliances by matching local market positions with its global expertise in trading
and supply.
Investing in technology and talent development
BP ensures the transfer of technologies, knowledge and expertise from its mature operations to new
developments for the benefit of resource holders. In support of its agenda of simplification,
standardisation and corporate efficiency, the company continues to invest significantly in India by
outsourcing activities for its global information technology, finance and procurement functions.
BP has continuously expanded presence in India since 1989 through strategic transformational
partnerships and licensing agreements. The company, along with partner Reliance Industries, is set to
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benefit from their combined experience and expertise in deep water exploration.
3.8.2

Cairn Energy PLC

UK-based Cairn Energy PLC (Cairn) is an independent oil and gas exploration and development company.
The company is headquartered in Edinburgh, Scotland and has operational interests in Albania,
Bangladesh, Greenland, India, Nepal and Tunisia. In 2010, Cairn reported proved reserves of 225 million
barrels of oil equivalent. The company’s producing fields are Sangu offshore Bangladesh, and Lakhsmi
and Gauri offshore Gujarat, and Ravva offshore Andhra Pradesh in India. Cairn’s gross production in
2010 was almost 131,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day.
One of India’s largest independent oil and gas exploration and production companies
Cairn turned its focus to India after the Indian oil and gas market deregulated in the early 1990s. The
company acquired Command Petroleum Ltd in 1996, an Australian-quoted company with interests in
South Asia, and became the one of the first UK-based companies to invest in the Indian oil and gas
sector. Cairn has now been operating in India for more than 15 years and has played an active role in
developing the oil and gas resources in the country. Ravva, in eastern India, was the first offshore oil and
gas field to be developed, followed by the Lakshmi gas field in western India, which was discovered in
2000 and commenced production in 2002. In January 2004, Cairn added the Mangala oil field in
Rajasthan to its assets and this, along with the other discoveries in Rajasthan, are expected to form the
core of the company’s future developments in India.
On 9 January 2007, Cairn India Limited was listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National
Stock Exchange of India. In FY11, the holding company of Cairn India Limited, Cairn UK Holdings Limited,
along with its holding company, Cairn Energy PLC, agreed to sell a substantial part of its shareholding in
the company to Vedanta Resources PLC (Vedanta) and Twin Star Holdings Limited, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Vedanta. Cairn India has a strong resource base, with interests in eight blocks in India (one
in Rajasthan, two on the west coast and five on the east coast), one in Sri Lanka and one in South Africa.
Figure 17
Cairn India’s production in the country
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Figure 18
Cairn India acreage vs. select countries (Sq m)
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Plans to invest USD10 billion on Rajasthan block
In April 2013, Cairn India announced plans to invest USD10 billion in its Rajasthan oil fields in three years
to 2016. The Ministry of Oil approves capital spending only for discoveries that are proved to be
commercially viable for production; however, Cairn India has proposed to make a risk investment of
USD10 billion during 2013–16 under integrated block development plan in the interest of optimising the
block’s potential at the earliest. Such an approval would cut lead time between discovery and production
by half to 18 months.
Separately, on April 5, 2013, Cairn India sought an extension from the Oil Ministry for the production
sharing contract (PSC) of the Rajasthan block which is valid till 14 May 2020. Cairn India believes
commercial production of oil from the block is set to go beyond 2040 and hence, the PSC should be
extended till 2030. The company also sought more than two-thirds of the Rajasthan block area it had
contractually relinquished. Contractually, companies are required to relinquish 25 per cent of the area in
an oil and gas block at the end of first phase of exploration spanning three years.
Targets 450 block wells in Rajasthan over three years
Cairn India plans to invest USD3 billion over the next three years in finding more oil and raising output
from its Rajasthan oilfields. The company plans to realise the full potential of its Rajasthan assets
through a combination of aggressive exploration and fast-track development. Cairn India aims to
increase crude oil production from Rajasthan fields by as much as 23 per cent to 215,000 barrels per
day by March 2014.
Cairn India’s current production comes from five fields — Mangala, Bhagyam, Aishwariya, Raageshwari
and Saraswati. The Mangala field is producing at plateau rates of 150,000 bpd. Aishwariya commenced
production in March 2013 and is expected to ramp up to approved rate of 10,000 bpd over the next few
months. Bhagyam, the second biggest oilfield behind Mangala, is expected to ramp up to the approved
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rate of 40,000 bpd by the second half of current fiscal. Also, the Mangala Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
Field Development Plan (FDP) approval is in progress and Cairn India expects to start full field
implementation in FY2015, which is likely to result in greater output and a further extension of the
plateau in the producing field. The company plans to drill more than 450 wells in Rajasthan block over a
three-year period, a significant increase from the current rate of 25 wells drilled in FY2013.
Cairn India holds commercial reserves across strategic locations in India with high exploration potential.
The USD3 billion investment earmarked in the near term testifies the company’s long-term stance
towards India. In addition to its rising asset acquisition and exploration in the country, the company has
strategic investments outside India.
3.8.3

Royal Dutch Shell PLC

Royal Dutch Shell PLC (Shell) is an oil and gas company, with worldwide proved reserves of 14.2 billion
barrels of oil equivalent. Most of the company’s crude is produced in Nigeria, Oman, the UK, and the US.
Shell is also investing heavily in the Athabasca Oil Sands Project, which converts oil sands in Alberta to
synthetic oil. The company runs the world's largest retail fuel network, with 43,000 gas stations. Shell
operates in more than 80 countries, and produces refined products and chemicals at more than 30
refineries. The company also transports natural gas, trades gas and electricity, and develops renewable
energy.
In India, Shell is the largest and most diversified international investor in the energy sector, with an
investment of nearly USD1 billion. Shell’s presence in India goes back about 80 years, when it operated
in the country as the pioneering oil distribution company, Burmah-Shell. Set up in 1928, the BurmahShell Oil Storage and Distributing Company of India Limited began operations with import and marketing
of kerosene. The company then introduced LPG as a cooking fuel to the Indian homes in the mid-1950s.
Besides selling bitumen, Burmah-Shell pioneered desert road construction in India. In 1955, the
company commissioned what was then India’s largest refinery, which was the first to process newly
found indigenous crude (Bombay High). On 24th January 1976, the Burmah-Shell Group of Companies
was taken over by the Government of India.
Today, Shell’s network in India consists of:
Shell Specialties (Bitumen & Sulphur solutions) in India: The Specialties business of Shell offers a range
of bitumen and sulphur products and technologies that help tackle the challenges faced by the road
sector. It supplies conventional grade bulk bitumen Shell VG30 from a network of terminals. Shell
Specialities uses its expertise in the bitumen market to provide at an agreed fixed price for the duration
of a road construction project, thus helping remove the risk of cost volatility for the road construction
organisation.
Shell Global Solutions: Shell Global Solutions helps improve its customers' business performance by
providing energy consulting using novel technology solutions and environment-friendly approaches.
Shell India Retail: In July 2004, Shell India acquired a marketing license from the Government of India to
set up a network of up to 2,000 fuel retail stations in India. Shell India Markets Private Limited (SIMPL), a
fully owned subsidiary of the Royal Dutch/Shell Group, is implementing the license. Shell is the only
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international energy company licensed to build and operate service stations in India.
Shell Lubricants India: Since 1997, Shell India has been manufacturing its lubricants at its state-of-theart lubricant oil blending plant at Taloja, near Mumbai. Shell Lubricants has entered into marketing
alliances with automobile segment leaders such as Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai, Mahindra & Mahindra,
Skoda, Ford, Wartsila, SAME and Thermax. In addition to this, Shell has customers such as Tata Iron &
Steel, TELCO, Maruti Udyog, SAIL, ONGC, Jindal Group, Mahindra & Mahindra, and Ford.
Shell Business Service Centre Chennai: Shell Business Service Centre, Chennai aims to provide the
Group with operational excellence through highlighting and utilising process improvements and
functional efficiencies as well as by leveraging economies of scale. Currently, the Chennai centre
provides a wide range of finance, accounting and business services to Shell operating companies across
several business sectors globally. Set up in September 2007, the Chennai centre has grown rapidly and
now, in its fourth year of operations, it has crossed the 1,600 staff mark.
Shell Technology Centre Bangalore: Shell Technology Centre Bangalore (STCB) is one of the three
global technology hubs for Shell, after Houston and Amsterdam, in the Projects & Technology business.
The centre seeks to deliver advanced technical studies, projects and services for Shell around the world
as well as supporting the company’s interests in India. The services span upstream exploration and
production activities as well as downstream chemical, gas and refinery operations. By the end of 2012,
STCB employed around 900 professionals and has plans to grow to about 1,500 in the near future.
Hazira LNG Terminal: The Hazira Terminal includes a liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage and regasification terminal within a fully functional port. The USD6 billion Hazira LNG Terminal and Port
facilities in Surat district of Gujarat is a key foreign direct investment (FDI) project and represents one of
the largest international investments in India in the energy sector.
The Hazira Port is designed as a deep-water, all-weather and direct-berthing port. The port is situated in
the State of Gujarat on the West Coast of India, about 25 km from Surat city and about 120 nautical miles
north of Mumbai. The port is built with a protected harbour design, with additional waterfront for
development of non-LNG cargo handling terminals. The Hazira Port has an approach channel of about
1000 metres, turning radius of 600 metres and dredged draft of 12.5 metres, with a capacity to
accommodate larger vessels using tidal variance.
Further investment of USD1 billion by 2014
Shell’s India unit plans to invest a further USD1 billion in building a floating liquid natural gas (LNG)
terminal off Andhra coast by 2014, as it drives plans for gas retailing in India. Shell currently has a 3.6
million tonne liquefied natural gas (LNG) import facility at Hazira in Gujarat and is building the floating
LNG terminal off Kakinada in a joint venture with Reliance Power7.
The company plans to double capacity to 10 million tonnes in 3–4 years. Shell also targets doubling the
Kakinada terminal in the near future. The company plans to have a material interest in the upstream oil
and gas exploration and production and continues to evaluate opportunities. For downstream fuel
7
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retailing, Shell has pitched for a level playing field before the company can expand its network of 70-odd
petrol stations.
Considering India opportunities in collaboration with ONGC
Lately, Shell has been in discussions with Indian state-run Oil & Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) about
potential opportunities in the country, in an attempt to expand its presence in India. The companies are
in the process of signing a long-term alliance to jointly explore oil and gas production and are looking at
both existing and new projects. If talks between the two companies prove successful, it would mark
Shell's return to exploration in India 16 years after it sold its 50 per cent stake in Rajasthan assets to
Cairn for USD7.5million. Meanwhile, the Rajasthan fields reached crude oil production of 175,000
barrels a day in FY12, with Cairn India aiming to increase that to 300,000 barrels a day.
Shell has diversified its interests in India’s energy sector and considers the country as a strategic bet for
its global investments. Going forward, the company continues to invest in its retail operations along with
evaluating opportunities in the exploration business, thus marking its return to exploration in India.
To capitalise on the true potential of India’s hydrocarbon reserves, many foreign oil & gas companies
marked their entry in the country after the market was deregulated in the early 1990s. European players,
driven by new technology and innovation, were among the forerunners to have established presence in
India’s oil & gas sector, adopting the partnership route. Apart from European players, India’s oil & gas
sector, traditionally dominated by national companies, is unable to lure many firms from the US, the
Middle East and Asia-Pacific.

3.9 Consulting
Consulting firms, including the likes of KPMG, Capgemini and Altran Technologies SA, have built strong
foothold in India’s consulting space. Existing presence of these players and strategies for further
expansion are discussed below.
3.9.1

KPMG

KPMG is one of the ‘big-four’ accounting and advisory players. The company functions as a global
network of firms providing professional services, including tax, audit and advisory. This network of firms
is spread across 156 countries and employs more than 152,000 professionals. For the year ended
September 2012, KPMG member firms’ revenue grew 4.4 percent y-o-y (in local currency terms) to
USD23.03 billion.
KPMG entered India in September 1993. Today, the firm operates offices in Mumbai, Pune and
Ahmedabad in the west; Delhi and Gurgaon in the north; Kolkata in the east; and Chennai, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad and Kochi in the south. KPMG India offers financial, business and risk advisory services in
addition to its core competency of taxation and audit. The Gurgaon office, KPMG Global Services (KGS),
operates as the global knowledge centre. Over 2,700 companies have enlisted KPMG India’s services in
India. KPMG’s success in India is reflected in its personnel strength. From 40 employees in early years,
KPMG India has 60 partners today and 3,000 consultants servicing its Indian and global clients.
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Increasing importance of Indian market
India is one of the three of KPMG’s key focus markets; the other two are China and the US. In the latest
fiscal year ended September 2012, the firm reported to 20+ per cent growth in revenues from the India
arm. In recognition of India’s emerging importance, KPMG Global held its annual global partners meet
in June 2013 for the first time in India (in Bengaluru). The global leadership team mulls on the strategy
going forward and industry developments at its annual partners’ meet.
Identifying new practice areas for growth
KPMG is considered to be particularly strong in the corporate finance and financial services practices in
India. This strength is expected to help the firm benefit from the expansion in financial services following
issuance of new banking licenses in the country. The company has also seen growth from booming
sectors such as logistics, telecommunications, power and IT. Healthcare, defence and outsourcing are
among the key practice areas in which KPMG is focusing on building a client and consultant base. In
terms of services, KPMG expects the strongest momentum in consulting, audit rotation and tax-related
litigation.
KPMG is trying to foray into the infrastructure and government sectors. KPMG’s work as consultant on
the Navi Mumbai airport has improved its position in this sector. The focus on the government sector is
apt since the government is expected to be a large spender given the number of e-governance and
infrastructure projects ongoing and in the pipeline. KPMG’s presence in the infrastructure practice is
stronger on a global scale than in India. The company should, thus, be able to find support from its
global practice to make inroads into this market.
Acquisitions in the pipeline
KPMG is seeking acquisitions both globally and in India. KPMG Global is in advanced stages to acquire a
large strategy consulting firm8. The target is reported to have a practice based in India. Specifically in
India, the company is looking for acquisitions in data analytics, taxation and IT consulting. In the banking
and financial services vertical, there are plans to acquire merchant banking and broking firms. The
company is also focused on expanding the advisory business. Half of the revenue comes from advisory
services and the firm expects this proportion to grow further. Only 10 per cent of KPMG Global’s revenue
is generated from management consulting. KPMG India’s strength lies in consulting to mid-market and
new age companies. Towards this end, KPMG plans to add 30 partners for its Indian operations in the
next 12–18 months and would also rely on acquisitions to expand the advisory business.
3.9.2

Capgemini SA

Capgemini SA is a leading company providing consulting, technology, and outsourcing services
worldwide. With more than 120,000 employees across 40 countries, the company offers a range of
integrated services that combine its technological as well as sectoral expertise. Capgemini operates via
four key businesses, namely, consulting services (Capgemini Consulting), systems integration services,
local professional services (SOGETI), and outsourcing services.
8

Media reports in June 2013
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Capgemini established its presence in India after acquiring the consulting business of Ernst & Young in
2000. The company began operations in the country by offering consulting services but later shifted its
focus to IT services. Since 2009, the company has created various centres of excellence for several
industry verticals out of India. Capgemini has set up over 12 such centres. With its strong domain
experience, it helps clients across various sectors such as government and public, energy and utilities,
manufacturing, telecom, and financial services.
Rapidly scaling up operations in India
Capgemini has around 42,000 employees in India (around one-third of its global employee base) across
nine cities (Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Pune, Kolkata, Chennai, Trichy, and Salem). It
gradually aims to increase its employee base to 70,000 by 2015. For hiring technical talent, the company
does not limit itself to engineering colleges. It has expanded the pool by focusing on hiring people with
strong reasoning, math, and analytical skills.
Outsourcing, a promising growth journey
In 2012, Capgemini added 769 deals primarily using the offshore model; these included deals from Bayer,
Eon, and TeliaSonera. Capgemini is one of the very few companies that have successfully leveraged their
India offshore centres for clients in Europe. The offshore model has allowed Capgemini to grow its
market share in the US, and the company is now putting the strategy to test in Continental Europe.
Capgemini’s primary focus is on SAP and application management.
Targeting India’s utility sector
Capgemini has customised its Smart Energy Services (SES) platform for the Indian market. The platform
is aimed at increasing the company’s presence in India’s utility market and providing solutions for
challenges (such as transmission and distribution losses, electricity theft, poor grid infrastructure,
power supply shortfalls, and low metering penetration) prevailing in the sector. Capgemini also believes
that the Indian government’s plan of investing USD100 million in eight smart grid pilot projects has
made the country’s smart grid market very attractive. The company is targeting a number of
opportunities in India; these include eight smart grid pilot projects, automatic meter reading (AMR)
projects for utilities, enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementation projects for independent power
producers (IPPs), and business intelligence for IPPs and distributors with its utility template.
3.9.3

Altran Technologies SA

France-based Altran Technologies SA (Altran) provides engineering consulting services for the
development of new products and services. The company has two business segments, namely,
technology & innovation consulting and organisation & IT services consulting. Altran’s core technology &
innovation consulting business accounted for 69.6 per cent of revenues in 2011. It primarily serves the
automotive, aeronautics, space, defence, telecoms, and energy markets. The organisation & IT services
consulting segment focuses on information systems consulting and the integration of IT services,
particularly in the financial, telecom, and industrial sectors with respect to the implementation of new
communication and embedded systems.
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Altran possesses capability in four key domains, namely, product lifecycle management, mechanical
engineering, systems engineering and embedded systems, and IT systems. It has a network of 17,000
collaborators, including 15,000 consultants, across more than 20 countries serving 500 major clients.
The group reported sales of USD1.8 billion in 2011.
In India, Altran manages a 270-employee centre of excellence in Bengaluru. It has already engaged its
global primary accounts within India; these include Airbus, Alstom Transportation, and Renault. The
company sees India as a key market for its business practices in aerospace, automotive, railways, and
energy and aims to ensure that the country contributes significantly to Altran’s global earnings over the
next few years.
Significant expansion in India in the pipeline
Altran plans to substantially expand its India operations in order to tap the domestic market’s potential.
It also plans to support its global clients across several verticals from its facilities in South Asia. Altran
has 17,000 employees worldwide and plans to expand its operations organically and inorganically. The
company expects its workforce in India to reach 2,000 high technology experts over the next two years.
Upcoming opportunities in the defence and aerospace sectors
Altran sees immense opportunity in India’s defence and aerospace sectors. With the Offset Clause
gaining momentum, the company expects greater focus on technology-driven ventures. Considering its
expertise in the development of aerospace engineering technology, it expects significant gains from such
deals.
India is one of the fastest growing markets for most consulting firms worldwide. Many players from the
west have been at the forefront in capturing the huge potential offered by India owing to their sectoral
knowledge with functional expertise. Consulting firms from the US and the UK, such as KPMG, Deloitte,
Capgemini and Accenture, lead the space; companies from the east have been unable to mark their
presence yet.

3.10 Others
Telecom service provider Vodafone, chemical giant BASF, consumer electronics firm Philips, and
logistics firm DHL are among other companies that have succeeded in the Indian market. Furthermore,
Accor, the largest hotel operator in the world, ramped up presence in India after 2010. Existing presence
of these companies and strategies for further growth are discussed below.
3.10.1 Royal Philips
Headquartered in Netherlands, Royal Philips (Philips) is one of the leading electronics companies
worldwide and the largest in Europe. Established in 1891, the company operates in three interlocking
domains – healthcare, lifestyle and technology. Philips has a range of products, which include categories
such as medical diagnostic imaging, patient monitoring, colour television sets, electric shavers, and
lighting & silicon system solutions, among others. The company employs more than 115,000 people and
has sales and distribution in over 100 countries. As of 2012, Philips’ Intellectual Property (IP) portfolio
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consists of 59,000 patents, 35,000 trademarks, 81,000 design rights and 4,200 domain name
registrations. Philips has established 120 manufacturing sites and eight R&D centres worldwide. Some
of the key patented Philips inventions are the audiocassette, the CD, the DVD, JPEG, MPEG (digital video),
Xenon car lights, UHP lights for projectors and GSM speech codification, among others.
Philips marked its entry into India by establishing Philips Electrical Co (India) Private Ltd in 1930. In line
with its strategy to encourage industrial development in emerging economies, Philips India established
the lamp manufacturing facility in 1938 in Kolkata – it’s first in India. The company was converted into a
public limited company and renamed as Philips India Ltd in 1957. From a notable name in radios and
televisions, and advanced electronic products segment, Philips India has presence across three verticals
– lighting, healthcare and consumer lifestyle. With operations of nearly 85 years in India, Philips India
has become one of the leading brands in segments such as lighting, semiconductors, consumer
electronics, medical systems, domestic appliances and personal care. The company has five
manufacturing facilities in India and an innovation centre and R&D campus in Bengaluru. Philips India
manufactures products for its healthcare division in Pune, consumer lifestyle in Chennai and Nalagarh
and lighting products in Baroda and Mohali.
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Figure 19
Timeline on Philip’s journey in India

1930
Philips India established lamp
manufacturing facility in Kolkata –
it’s first in India.

1938

1956
Transformed into a public limited
company.

Videocon takes over the Salt Lake
facility.

2004

2010

Starts manufcaturing healthcare
related imaging products in India.

Sets up manufacturing at Salt
Lake, Calcutta. Starts
manufcaturing TV's.

1999

2000

Delisted given compliance issues.

Name changes again to Pieco
Electronics & Electricals Ltd.

1983

1986

Appoints an Indian CEO for the
first time - Kris Ramachandran.

Name changes to Philips India Ltd.

1957

1979
Established new factory at Loni.
Starts a software subsidiary.

Wholly owned Indian subsidiary
incorporated as Philips Electrical
Co (India) Private Ltd.

Outsources TV business to
Videocon for five years.

2012

Source: Company website

Shifts focus from a hardcore consumer electronics brand in 2010
Philips India changed its business model from that of consumer electronics to healthcare equipment
and lighting segment. The decision came in light of the realisation that consumer electronics industry
has become commoditised and does not have room for value opportunity. In line with this, the company
has entered into a five-year licensing agreement with Videocon in 2010 to market and sell its televisions.
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Philips record robust performance from its Indian operations
Revenues of Philip India for the 15-month period ended March 2012 touched USD1.1 billion – a 23 per
cent annual increase on a 12-month comparable basis. The group company remains aligned with its
commitment from India’s operations. This is evident from the fact that the 4,500 job cuts in 2013 and
another 2,200 in 2014 planned by the global company has not affected India’s workforce. Conversely,
Philips has increased its workforce in India – 9,000 people of the 115,000 globally.
Philips India derives more than half of its revenue from lighting business
The lighting division accounts for nearly 55 per cent of its total revenues generated in India. The
company accounts for 30 per cent share in India’s lighting market. Philip India plans to continue deriving
value from its lighting business by constantly innovating and coming up with affordable energy efficient
products. Furthermore, India’s LED street lighting sector pegged at around USD55million in 2011, with
expected annual growth of more than 47 per cent9, stands a huge opportunity for Philips India. The
company, after successfully implementing 5,500 LED pieces for street lighting in Bhatinda, Punjab is
wooing other state governments and municipalities to transform conventional street lightings to LEDs.
Philips India also forayed into the decorative and solar lighting segment given the rising focus of
government on usage of solar energy.
Banking on India’s healthcare needs and budget allocation
Over the period, Philips’ healthcare division, which began in 2009, has garnered strong presence in India
– it has become a leader in patient monitoring, cardiovascular segment, defibrillators and high-end MR
and CT scanning, among others. Going forward, the company, with its affordable and accessible
healthcare solutions, is well positioned to capitalise on Indian government’s increased spending on
healthcare segment. Furthermore, Philips India expects its healthcare segment to contribute around 40
per cent of the total revenues, up from 25 per cent in 2010, in line with its composition of global revenues.
The Netherlands-based Philips aims to provide healthcare solutions to 3 billion people globally from the
current 1.7 billion by 2025.
Aggressive marketing strategy to tap India’s growing demand
In line with the company’s strategy to expand its foothold in the consumer lighting business in India,
Philips India has rapidly increased its retail presence in the country. Currently, the company has set up
60+ light lounges in India over and above 680+ light shops in the country. Philips India has also increased
its media presence – media expenditure rose to 25 per cent in 2011, up from 18 per cent in 2010. With a
view to revive its brand positioning, the company signed on Bollywood actors such as Kareena Kapoor
and John Abraham for hair styling and male grooming categories, respectively. Philips India has
launched more than 30 youth products in the past one year to benefit from India’s younger population.

9

As per a study by Frost & Sullivan
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Tapping the rural market with marketing strategies and customised product range
Since its inception, Philips India has innovated products targeting the rural populace. For instance, in the
1990s, the company had launched Philips Super Shows to communicate and create brand awareness of
its products in Tamil Nadu. This had led to a remarkable growth of audios and colour television in Tamil
Nadu. Also, Vardaan – a colour TV range introduced in early 2000s was customised keeping in mind the
semi-urban and rural consumer in India. Furthermore, radios were bundled with a torch to drive its
sales in rural markets.
Entering the kitchen segment in a big way
Philips India has entered the kitchen appliance market of India. The company has launched a series of
appliances, which include coffee-making machines, induction cook-tops and air fryers, among others.
As part of its strategy of increasing its presence in the kitchen appliance segment, the company acquired
Chennai-based Maya Appliances and other group companies that owned the ‘Preethi’ brand in April 2011.
Thus, the company gained access to the Preethi brand’s strong distribution network and market share.
Philip India has garnered a market share of over 25 per cent in the USD500 million kitchen appliances
market in India10. Given the strong brand positioning of Preethi in southern India, the company has been
able to regain its name in the region. Going forward, Philips India plans to establish manufacturing sites
of Preethi brand as its global innovation hub.
Philips India began operations at greenfield healthcare manufacturing facility in 2012
Philips India has invested in its first greenfield manufacturing facility for imaging systems in Pune, India.
The Philips Development and Manufacturing Center would produce diagnostic and interventional
imaging solutions, firstly for the Indian audience and then for its global counterparts. The flexible plant
products are designed keeping in mind the Indian markets targeted for Tier-II and Tier-III cities, and
rural regions. To begin with, the facility would manufacture diagnostic X-Ray systems and the Allura FC
– the company’s first locally manufactured catheterisation lab. The facility is an excellent combination of
Philips technology and its market knowledge.
To re-establish its positioning in India, Philips has adopted strategies such as aggressively expanding its
product portfolio, entering new geographies and increasing distribution networks as well as penetrating
Tier II and Tier III cities and rural India. The company aims to expand its healthcare business along with
its well-established lighting business in India.
Barring few prominent players, European and US companies have been unable to capture a leading
share in India’s consumer electronic goods segment. The segment has been dominated largely by AsiaPacific players; the key to their success is customisation of products to meet local needs. These
companies constantly invest in local R&D to come up with designs suiting Indian requirements.

10

http://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/the-changing-face-of-phillips-112092100033_1.html
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3.10.2 Vodafone
British company Vodafone is the second largest cellular services provider globally, with a customer base
of over 400 million. The company has a presence in more than 30 countries and operates around
243,000 base stations. Vodafone’s operations are focussed on three geographies: Northern & Central
Europe, Southern Europe and Africa, Middle East and Asia-Pacific (AMAP). The company also has a 45
per cent stake in US’ Verizon Wireless.
Vodafone has four reported segments—Consumer Prepaid (36 per cent of H1 FY13 revenue), Consumer
Contract (35 per cent), Enterprise (24 per cent) and Others (5 per cent). In FY12, the company’s revenue
grew 1.1 per cent y-o-y to USD69.6 billion. As per the company’s strategy set out to 2015, a newly
introduced division, Vodafone Red, would work towards increasing data usage and average revenue per
user (ARPU), with a due focus on profitability as well. At the enterprise level, it would accelerate One Net
and IP-VPN, and consolidate its position in the M2M segment.
Inorganic entry
Vodafone entered India in 2007 by acquiring a 67 per cent stake in Hutchison Essar for USD19.3 billion. In
2008, it acquired licenses in seven new circles and further acquired 3G spectrum licenses in nine circles
across India in 2010. In 2011, Vodafone bought the remaining 33 per cent stake from Essar for USD5
billion. At the end of FY13, Vodafone India had 152.4 million customers. Vodafone’s India revenues grew
10.6 per cent y-o-y to USD7,120 billion in FY13, with much of the growth coming from data services.
Rising popularity of smartphones and tablets has fuelled the growth in data, with revenues from the
segment increasing 50.5 per cent over last year.
Tariff reduction to build data business
Vodafone India is reducing pricing for 2G Internet services to build data business. In June 2013, the
company slashed tariffs on 2G Internet by 80 per cent and made charges payable on a pay-as-you-go
basis. These rates are applicable for pre- and post-paid customers. Vodafone’s 2G pricing is now the
lowest in India’s wireless telecom sector. The company hopes to improve its share in the mobile Internet
subscriber base and grow its data business, which typically carries higher margins. Vodafone lags Bharti
and BSNL in the share of wireless Internet subscribers. By introducing reduced prices, the company is
expected to witness an increase in the number of 2G subscribers. This would also help the uptake of 3G
services to improve as 2G customers upgrade to 3G. Of its 75 million customers (as of September 2012)
using data-enabled handsets, just 43 per cent subscribe to Internet services.
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Figure 20
Internet subscriber base (wireless as of December 2012)
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Vodafone’s second objective is to shift 3G customers to 2G during roaming. The company’s roaming deal
with Airtel and Idea is currently under scrutiny by regulators. Also, as part of its strategy to grow the
Internet subscriber base, Vodafone is partnering with various providers for content, offering customers
choices based on their interests, and training retailers in selling more data products.
Vodafone Business Services aimed at enterprise market
Vodafone India is trying to grow by expanding its offerings in new areas such as IT solutions and mobile
payments. A part of this drive for newer offerings is the fact that traditional voice-based growth is harder
to acquire. There are currently 12 service providers competing in the telecom market in India. Intense
price competition has reduced Average revenue per user (ARPU) levels; ARPU has almost halved to
USD3.6 in the quarter ended December 2012 compared to USD7.2 when Vodafone started operating in
India. In contrast, the enterprise business (includes services such as voice, data, conferencing services
and leased lines) is less competitive. A new business segment, Vodafone Business Services (VBS), has
been introduced to tap this market. The company targets to increase revenue share to 15 per cent by
FY17 from 10 per cent in FY12. VBS offers customised services based on the size of enterprises. It has
bifurcated customers into large companies (generating revenue more than USD50 million) and Small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) (USD2–50 million). It has also started offering mobile money transfer in
Bihar and West Bengal and would roll-out the service in other circles in the coming years.
Vodafone has evolved as the second largest service provider in India, driven by innovation and
collaboration. The company has diversified its interests from traditional voice-based solutions to new
areas with high growth prospects. Towards this end, Vodafone has set up a new business segment
catering to customised service requirements.
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3.10.3 BASF
Founded in April 1865 in Mannheim, Germany, BASF is one of the world’s leading chemical companies.
The company is headquartered in Ludwigshafen, Germany and is listed on major stock exchanges of the
world. BASF’s portfolio is composed of six business segments: Chemicals (plasticizers and solvents);
Functional solutions (catalysts, coatings, and construction chemicals); Plastics; Performance Products
(value-added chemicals and dyes); Agricultural Products & Nutrition; and Oil & Gas. The company has
subsidiaries in more than 80 countries and supplies products to a large number of business partners in
nearly every part of the world. BASF operates six integrated sites as well as approximately 380
additional production sites worldwide. The site at Ludwigshafen is the largest integrated chemical
complex in the world.
BASF entered Indian manufacturing sector in 1943
BASF’S history in India dates back to 1943, when it was originally incorporated as R. A. Cole Private
Limited. The company was first involved in the production of Expandable Polystyrene (Thermocole). With
this, BASF took its first steps into the manufacturing sector in India. In 1967, the company went into
technical collaboration with Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabric AG (BASF), West Germany and entered into
an agreement with the National Research Development Corporation of India (NRDC), which agreed to
provide the know-how developed by the Central Leather Research Institute for certain synthetic tanning
agents. In 1968, BASF was listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE). This was followed by a
listing on the National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE) in 1995. The company added dyes and
dispersions to its product categories and operations at its new production site in Mangalore in 1996. The
Mangalore site is BASF’s largest manufacturing set-up in India and in South Asia.
Portfolio expansion through acquisitions and investments during 1998–2010
Between 1998 and 2010, BASF India began making several acquisitions with the purpose of expanding its
product categories. In 2000, the company acquired Pushpa Polymers Private Limited and became the
first globally active polystyrene manufacturer with its own production in India. In 2006, BASF AG
(currently BASF SE) acquired Degussa AG (its global construction chemicals business) and US-based
Engelhard Corporation. By 2010, BASF India completed its merger with Ciba India Limited, Diamond
Dye-Chem Limited and Ciba Research (India) Private Limited, expanding its portfolio in specialty
chemicals.
BASF starts ‘Base of the Pyramid’ project in India in 2011 to explore new opportunities
Under the project, BASF targets the emerging middle class and low-income consumers, and plans to
offer innovative solutions with added benefits and lower costs. Using this concept, BASF provides
innovative solutions for mass-market penetration. One such example is the company’s low-cost
emulsion for the paint industry.
BASF India generated revenues of USD788 million; the company’s revenue from its Indian operations
increased at a CAGR of 26.1 per cent during FY2009–13 on constant currency terms.
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BASF completes major construction work at USD2 billion chemical production facility
BASF has completed major construction work at its future chemical production site in Dahej, Gujarat.
The USD2 billion production site is likely to include production facilities for polyurethanes, care
chemicals, and polymer dispersions for coatings and paper. The site would employ around 250 people
upon completion, primarily in operations and production. The start of production is planned for 2014.
BASF commercialising new products in 2013
By the end of 2013, BASF SE would commence production on a pair of new plastic products. AIM
Filtertec, a manufacturing firm having a licensed technology to produce BASF's Steron-brand
polyurethane/silicon fabric, is expected to open a new plant in Pune in September 2013. The plant would
have the ability to make 1.7 million square meters of Steron per year.
India well positioned to capitalise on BASF’s massive investment drive
India is expected to benefit from BASF’s outlined investments of USD13 billion over 2013–20 to achieve
sales targets of USD32.5 billion from operations in the Asia-Pacific region. Towards this end, the
company aims to invest 25 per cent of the global R&D in the region over the period. BASF is also
establishing research facilities in areas of electronic materials, battery materials, agriculture, catalysis,
mining, water treatment, polymers and minerals. In India, the company is currently considering
establishing a global research centre and has begun evaluating various sites for the same. Furthermore,
BASF plans to create around 9,000 new job opportunities by 2020 and establish the first programmes of
its global learning campus in Asia-Pacific. Of these, India, which is considered a key market and hub for
its agro-based businesses, would benefit significantly due to ease of access to a huge talent pool as well
as chemists in the nation.
BASF has constantly invested in expanding capacity and product offerings in India, aided by technological
know-how and expertise of the parent company. Going forward, the parent company’s global expansion
plans for the Asia-Pacific region would benefit India.
3.10.4 DHL
Dalsey, Hillblom and Lynn (DHL) is a subsidiary of the one of the world's leading postal and logistics
Group, Deutsche Post DHL. Deutsche Post incrementally increased its stake in DHL since 1998, until it
had majority ownership in 2001 and completed the acquisition in 2002.
Established in 1969, DHL became the first international door-to-door express delivery service in the
world. The company began its operations by transporting documents only between San Francisco,
California and Honolulu, Hawaii. Currently, DHL has presence in over 220 countries and territories
across the globe. DHL operates through three divisions: DHL Express, DHL Global Forwarding, Freight
and DHL Supply Chain. DHL Express transports documents and goods from door to door worldwide.
DHL Express is one of the world’s largest air carriers having a fleet size of more than 250 aircraft and
serving over 500 airports in Europe, the Asia-Pacific, Americas, Africa and the Middle East. DHL Global
Forwarding addresses customers' logistics needs varying from standardised logistics operations and
multi-modal transport solutions to highly individualised industrial projects. DHL Supply Chain is one of
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the global market leaders in contract logistics and provides warehousing, managed transport and valueadded services to customers across various industries.
DHL’s entry – a paradigm shift for Indian express Industry
DHL’s entry in India in 1979 marked the beginning of the modern express industry in India. DHL moved
into the Indian market through a partnership with Air Freight (now known as AFL). AFL acted as an
agent for DHL and performed pick-ups and deliveries on DHL's behalf. Since its entry into India, DHL
studied the country’s logistic industry requirements and realised that there was a sizeable market
waiting to be tapped. Identifying key local markets, developing customised services and partnering with
strong local players has been the key strategies of DHL. The company is targeting key Indian cities and
develops products and services to suit customer requirements. In order to increase penetration into the
Indian market, DHL India entered into a sales alliance with Indian express courier company, Blue Dart,
in 2002. Blue Dart’s existing extensive distribution network further added to DHL’s cost advantage. DHL
now owns 81 per cent of Blue Dart.
Figure 21
DHL’s journey in India
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DHL providing robust facilities to Indian express Industry
DHL has provided India its many firsts in the express industry. The company started India’s first and only
24-hour customer call service centre in the express industry. DHL also introduced customised solutions
such as Jumbo Box; Junior Jumbo; Import Express and Fashion First; track-and-trace services via
email, SMS or the Internet; and WAP phones for customers in India.
In 2004, DHL launched the new generation scanners for its ‘on-the-go’ service agents, enabling them to
track most recent shipment information while being mobile. This move placed India amongst the first
countries in the DHL International Network to adopt this new technology.
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In 2004, DHL launched a one-stop Mango Express, which enabled its customers in India to airfreight the
season’s Alphonso mangoes to countries such as the UK, Canada, Germany, Switzerland, Singapore and
Hong Kong. The company tied up with India’s largest mango exporters to offer the highest quality of
mangoes.
In 2005, DHL started a 27,000-square foot service centre in Chennai, which is the third largest market
for DHL in India after Delhi and Mumbai. The facility served as a combined gateway and service centre
and is strategically located five kilometres from the Chennai airport.
DHL introduced a flight from Bengaluru to Kuala Lumpur, which has speeded up shipments to the US
and North Asia. This facility is aimed to benefit Bengaluru’s time-sensitive, sizeable IT and
garment/textile industry by enabling them to better organise their supply chain with improved inventory
planning.
DHL loosens its purse for India
India is a top market as well as a key growth segment for DHL. DHL group plans to invest close to
USD390 million in the coming years in India. The investment will be channelled towards developing freetrade houses, creating specialised industry verticals, organising SMEs with tailor-made products and
cross-selling DHL brands and attract talent.
Of the total investment, DHL plans an expenditure of USD130 million to build warehouses in eight
locations and upgrade its transport fleet. The new facilities in Mumbai, Gurgaon, Bengaluru, Nagpur,
Chennai, Kolkata and Ahmedabad are likely to add an additional 5 million square feet of warehousing
space.
In order to empower India's SMEs, DHL Express India Ltd plans to create 30 SME clinics, mainly in TierII and -III cities, by 2014. The clinics would address SME clusters' logistics needs as well as other
requirements in the areas of human resources, marketing, finance and technology. DHL Express is
expecting a 30–40 per cent growth in business from the SMEs sector.
Overall, tapping key domestic markets, collaborating with strategic local players, and innovating services
catering to unique preferences have been the cornerstone of DHL’s strategy in India. Given the growth
prospects, the company remains committed to India, with USD390 million earmarked to improve its
infrastructure and reach in the country.
3.10.5 Accor
The Accor Group is the world’s largest hotel operator. It owns, operates, and franchises more than 4,200
hotels with more than 450,000 hotel rooms across five continents. It boasts an extensive portfolio of
hotels ranging from budget to luxurious accommodations in exotic locales. Its hotel portfolio is divided
into the following subheads:


Economy brands: Accor’s economy brands Ibis, ibis Budget, and ibis Styles together constitute the
“ibis” family.
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Midscale brands: These include Grand Mercure, Pullman, and MGallery.



Luxury brands: The luxury brands Sofitel, Sofitel So, and Sofitel Legends together make up the
“Sofitel” family.

In addition to the above hotel brands, the Accor Group operates Thalassa Sea and Spa and Mirvac Hotels
& Resorts.
Figure 22
Hotel portfolio by operating structure (2012)
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Figure 23
Hotel portfolio by location (2012)
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The group generates more than 73 per cent of revenues from its Europe operations. In order to
restructure Accor’s brand globally, the group is increasingly looking to raise its contribution from
emerging economies like India and China.
Accor increasing its India focus
Accor entered the Indian hospitality industry in 2004 through a JV agreement with InterGlobe for its
popular Ibis brand. Together with InterGlobe, Accor has made big strides in the Indian hospitality space
over the last decade. The group has 21 operational hotels and two convention centres in India. The group
plans to add 90 hotels in India over the next five years; these include 13 luxury hotels, 33 mid-scale
hotels, and 45 hotels in the economy category. In India, Accor is primarily targeting three major cities,
namely, Delhi, Mumbai, and Bengaluru. More than 75 per cent of its planned investment would be
focussed in these regions. Along with its current and planned investments, Accor expects to invest more
than USD1.15 billion in India by 2015.
Accor’s aggressive expansion plans have made it the fastest growing hospitality chain in India. The
group’s initial growth has been relatively slower in India vis-à-vis other foreign brands. During 2004–10,
Accor closely studied the dynamics of the Indian hospitality market and has adapted to the needs of the
Indian market.
Customising its offerings in India
Since more than 80 per cent of ibis India’s customers are locals, Accor customises its Indian property
offerings to suit the domestic traveller’s needs. This is a major shift from its international operations,
highlighting India’s importance as a hotspot investment destination in the hospitality space. Going
forward, the group is looking forward to deploy its entire portfolio of hotel brands in India; these include
the upscale luxury brand MGallery and sub-brands of Sofitel.
Customisation is the key strategy adopted by Accor to build strong presence in India. The company is
planning to ramp up presence in India, evident from its USD1.15 billion investment earmarked for the
country.
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4. CONCLUSION
India’s relations with European countries are cordial and founded on common democratic principles.
Trade, investment and economic collaboration between India and Europe have gained pace with the
signing of Joint Political Statements and Cooperation Agreements in the 1990s. Commercial relations
received further impetus after India and the EU entered into a strategic partnership in 2004. Bilateral
trade between India and EU increased at a CAGR of 9.0 per cent to USD134.1 billion over FY09-13.
India has attracted European companies from diverse sectors. One-fourth of the cumulative USD193.3
billion FDI equity inflows received by India between April 2000 and March 2013 came from Europe.
Companies from Europe have made a mark in the Automotive, Oil & Gas, Branded apparel and Food &
Beverage sectors. A common theme emerging is the growth potential that India offers given that
European multinationals are facing deceleration in their home markets. In India, consumers tend to look
at European products as high quality offerings. For example, luxury auto makers such as Volkswagen,
Daimler, and BMW are gaining popularity in India. The technological finesse and brand value of
European automakers are helping them garner a prominent market share in India’s luxury car market.
Likewise, companies such as Cadbury and Nestlé are well entrenched in the Indian market on the
strength of their quality consciousness, and efforts to introduce products suited to the Indian customer.
Going forward, the India advantage will continue to attract European players that are considering a foray
in emerging markets.
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DISCLAIMER
India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF) engaged Aranca to prepare this report and the same has been
prepared by Aranca in consultation with IBEF.
All rights reserved. All copyright in this report and related works is solely and exclusively owned by IBEF.
The same may not be reproduced, wholly or in part in any material form (including photocopying or
storing it in any medium by electronic means and whether or not transiently or incidentally to some
other use of this report), modified or in any manner communicated to any third party except with the
written approval of IBEF.
This report is for information purposes only. While due care has been taken during the compilation of
this report to ensure that the information is accurate to the best of Aranca and IBEF’s knowledge and
belief, the content is not to be construed in any manner whatsoever as a substitute for professional
advice.
Aranca and IBEF neither recommend nor endorse any specific products or services that may have been
mentioned in this report and nor do they assume any liability or responsibility for the outcome of
decisions taken as a result of any reliance placed on this report.
Neither Aranca nor IBEF shall be liable for any direct or indirect damages that may arise due to any act
or omission on the part of the user due to any reliance placed or guidance taken from any portion of this
report.
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